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Daring Negroes To Fight
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Whites Accost Negro
In Front Of His Home
Try To Start Fight

NAACP Urges No
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Find Credit Abuses
Have Tragic Result

Freedom Groups Invade
Jackson, Montgomery

JACKSON, Miss., — (UPI) lege students would not be
Very serious and sometimes "Unethical business practices
— A new "Freedom Ride" co.. noticeable this weekend betragic results stem from credit of some credit merchants, t h e
ordinating committee aimed cause of the flow of collegian)
abuses with the entire c o meconomic recession, and inadefresh assaults on Mississippi home for the summer holimunity suffering the ill effects.
quate protection for the consuand Alabama segregation laws days. College students tooi
This was the testimony of mer under existing Illinois legisto coincide with the home- over the "Freedom Ride" re- gik
Ronald W. Stewart, Employ- lation are other reasons for the
,
ward trek of thousands of cently when the original group 1110
ment and Guidance Specialist dramatic upswing in legal wage
abandoned it because of vioNegro college students.
rd the Chicago Urban League, attachments demands and in
lence.
who appeared before the Illi- bankruptcies filed," Mr. SteEdward B. King, a spokesThe first 27 student "Freenois Senate Banks, Savings and wart said.
man for the committee formed
dom Riders" were arrested
Loan Associations Committee
to step up the battle against
The League official said that
Wednesday
when they arseeking passage of House Bills
racial barriers encountered by
the nurriber of bankruptcy suits
rived at Jackson and attempt462-470.
bus-traveling Negroes in the
filed in the U.S. District Court.
segregated
ed
to
facilities.
use
After pointing out that the Northern District of
south, said "Freedom Riders"
Illinois,
They were convicted of
number of garnishment suits Eastern
southern
had
left
cities
three
Division, increased
breaking an anti-riot law, spefiled in the Municipal Court of from 96.5 to 1950 to 12,492
for Jackson and Montgomery,
in
cifically a breach of the peace.
Chicago jumped from 29,434 in 1960.
Ala.
The judge told them "we
1950 to 64,296 in 1960, Stewart
King indicated there would must bear in mind that we
"This is directly attributable
said that a significant majority
be
attempt
no
immediate
to
to the incredible increase in vol.
are not trying any segregation
of these were levied against Ne
integrate facilities by the laws or the rights of the deuntary bnkruptcies by wage
groes. He also estimated the
"Freedom Riders" on their ar- fendants to sit on any buses or
earners which totaled 11,173 in
number of wage assignments at
rival in the capital cities of eat in any public place."
1960," he said.
a staggering 250,000 per year.
the deep south states. He said
"The victims of unscrupulous
One of the riders, Lucretia
Lashing out against unscruputhey were holding off such ef- Collins, 21, El Paso, Tex., was
credit sellers in Chicago are not
lous merchants who utilize cheap
could
forts
arrange
until
they
released under $400 cash bond
and dishonest tricks when sell- limited to the category of $65
signals with "persons on the so she could return to Nashing goods on credit, Stewart a week bus boys; they can be
scene."
found
on
every
level,"
Stewart
ville to graduate with honors
told the committee that hundreds
said.
King said bi-racial groups from Tennessee State A and
of men are becoming unemployof
"Freedom
•
Riders" had de- I university, A Negro Mallable every year because strings "Our primary concern in this
visit to Beale Street and to along with other teachers. parted
NASHVILLE — Above last week to Memphis for an
from Atlanta, New Or- tution. She said she became a
of wage assignments and gar- matter is the exploitation of Ne- FROM
see the W. C. Handy statue. The group was composed of leans
Carter•Lawrence educational and interesting
group
of
is
a
groes.
and
Research
Nashville,
and
Tenn.,
"I
Rider"
"Freedom
because
consultanishments lead their employers
trip at the Memphis Zoo. In- The group was chaperoned by fourth, filth and sixth trade for Jackson and Montgomery.
tion with concerned persons of elementary school kids with
wanted to be treated as an.
to dismiss them.
Mrs. Blondella Bailey (right), students. (Withers photo)
their chaperones on a visit cluded on their agenda was a
labor,
churches,
But
groups
of
employer
traveling
colAmerican."
"As a result, these men cease
•
to be breadwinners and their Igroups. credit merchandisers,
families swell the relief rolls," social and goyernmental agencies has brought out the fact that
Stewart said.
Place Your Cosh Quiz Answers On This
a large number of those persons
Other results of the vicious affected
by consumer credit
credit practices permitted un- problems
Coupon And Mail or Bring To The
are Negroes."
der present law are, according
Stewart pointed out that this
New
Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington„ Memphis, Tenn.
to the League staff member: "In- Is
true "because of discriminaadequate family diet; postpone- tion
and segregation in employment of medical and dental ment,
1
housing, education, a n d
association and the national position in the community nor
care; frequent and serious prob- every
By LYLE C. WILSON
other category in t h e
lems of family life resulting in
maritime union. The set back of his potential power for harm.
2.
....
structured and institutionalized
•...
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
family disorganization; mental society.
came Tuesday when the Long- One American who is fully
Next to the H-Bomb, the most
and physical health problems:
shoremen's executive committee aware of Hoffa is the U.S. Atty.
"It is also true because there
3.
an exaggeration of patterns of
powerful force in the United repudiated the mutual assistance
is an abundance of unscrupulous
General, Robert Kennedy.
delinquency, crime and relief." credit
controlled
by
probably
is
States
agreement.
merchants ready, willing
This Kennedy was counsel for
Stewart told the Senators and able to carry out a program the teamsters' James R. Hoffa. What Hoffa is believed to
Interna- have in mind is an alliance of the McClellan Senate committee
that many credit victims fall of exploitation and
the
is
Hoffa's
union
devastation
Teamsters, his teamsters with all other U.S. which investigated labor and
prey to unethical retailers be- on the community
under the tional Brotherhood of
cause they simply do not under- guise of doing the community Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and transportation unions, land, sea management misdeeds. The reca
ord of Hpffa's union was a
stand sound budgeting practices. service by satisfying
Name
aneed Helpers of America — t h e and air. Such a concentration of shocker. Sylvester Petro sum.....
Age
Others cannot read and under- that reputable merchants
There union power would have no
short.
union
for
teamster's
igmarized
the
McClellan
Commitstand a sales contract.
are disturbing indications that precedent here.
nore."
Address
Hoffa intends to create a union- Hoffa is guiding the graph- tee testimony in a book. "T h e
••••••••••••••••4114..******
ized transportation monopoly in ical division of his own union Corruption of Union LeaderCity ... ........
ship," published in 1959 by the
..... State.
Tel No. —
the U.S.
'
to a situation in which teamster
• His combination in one union contracts will expire in all parts Ronald Press, of New York, at
of teamsters, chauffeurs, Ware- of the country at the same time. $5. Petro is not anti-union
housemen and their helpers That situation could invite a
provides a broad base for a nation-wide teamsters' strike, a
monopoly of U.S. transporta- disastrous thing. If Hoffa's
• tion. Hoffa moved last week toteamsters were supported by
•
ward power to control Ameri- other transportation unions in
can transportation and to para- such a strike, it would not need
lyze it at will. This week he to last long to measure up to
AIDING COMMUNISM
shal Law. because it was un- suffered a modest set back.
some exploding H-bombs in
In the midst of the Centen- der Marshal Law that he
Last week's action was the terms of hurt to the people of
realnial Celebration of the War ly got his political start.
signature
of
a
mutual assistance the U.S.
Does
between the states, Montgom- he want to burn the bridges pact by Hotta with the chiefs of
The American people probery, Alabama, glooms bright- behind him?
the international longshoremen's ably are not aware of Hoffa's
ly once again as the capitol
The Governor is out of step
of the Confederates. It is his'withthe time. Racial segregatory in repetition. We thought
tion could turn into a cancer
of the lines from a poem about
which co/Yid-eat holes in his
the Civil War which said "no
whole political philosophy.
more shall the war cry suffer.
Governor Ross Barnett of
... Or the angry river run red
Mississippi, who has discov... Our anger is banished for
ered that some dogs have
ever . . . In the loyal graves
more intelligence than some
of our dead. . ." What would
law enforcing officers, did a
the author of these lines say
better job of maintaining orabout the blood of the "Freeder. Yet he violated the condom Riders" being spilled
stitutional laws.
afresh in Montgomery, in AnThe Freedom Riders really
niston, in Birmingham. What
mean business. Despite the
would the poet say of the
fact that Gov. Barnett maintreatment of the Freedom Ridtains a kennel of big, bad
ers in Jackson, Miss.
Police dogs, which he permits
Sometime ago in an editorial to be turned loose on Negroes,
we stated that the Civil War the Freedom Riders went to
ae•••,0415..4
Centennial should not be cele- Jackson where some of them
brated because the war is still have decided to stay until they
being fought in the hearts of sit or work their $200 fines
men.
out.
If both Gov. Patterson and
The Governor of Alabama
accused the "Freedom Riders" Gov. Barnett cannot guaranof going to Alabama for the tee protection to interstate pasaole purpose of "provoking sengers then neither one de(station-to-station calls, only)
agitation." The governor can serve to head a state.
be rightly accused of derelic- When we start to look around
tion of office. He stood patient- for somebody to prosecute for
ly by while hoods burned the un-American activities, I think
bus on which the Freedom that perhaps we are looking
Riders were traveling. He per- in the wrong places. We should VISITS MEMPHIS — Above is with the troupe was Handy
mit blood to be spilled in start looking in the capitol of pretty little Miss Julia Yvonne Park A sixth-grader at the
Birmingham. He turned his some of our southern states. Hines, a member of her class Nashville school, the it-yearback and looked the other way Un-American activities, to my from Carter-Laurence ele- older is the sister of the city
while hoodlums reigned in way of thinking, is doing, per- mentary school of Nashville, editor of the Defender, Bur.
Montgomery. Then he had the mitting or being a party to any Tenn., who was on a sight- leigh Hines, jr. (Withers
audacity to say that he didn't action which is a direct viola- seeing and education tour of photo)
want Federal marshals in the tion of the American Consti- Memphis. One of her stops
state. Just in case the good tution. The biggest aid to ComStarts Saturday!
Governor of Alabama wants munism is the action of such
to know why the Federal Mar- governors of Southern States.
June 3rd
shals were sent to his state
One
Big Week!
. it was to restore peace an
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Marorder. It was just that simple keting charges consumed 66 per
AFRICAN
MIGHTY
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governor.
cent of the $58.7 billion Amer.
The most surprising proposition
ADVENTURE-WITH THE
Knowingly or unknowing- leans spent last year for farm
I wife ever had...
ly Gov. Patterson aided and foods products.
YEAR'
CAST OF THE
abetted the rioters. For a Marketing costs such as labor,
i) Could I
while we thought that Gov. transportation, corporate proborrow your husban
Patterson had returned to fits, and packaging totaled 1,39
In Three Easy Steps
for a little while!
Phoenix City, the once sin- billion leaving only $19.7 billion
1—DIAL "1"
sick city of his state. The Gov- for the farmers, according to th
This connects you to the Direct Distance Dialing Equipment.
ernor should not mind Mar- Agriculture Department.

Hoffa's Power In Nation
Equals That Of H-Bomb
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Starting Sunday, June 4 You Can
SPIN A DIAL and
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You'll like Dialing Your Own Long Distance Calls

•

HOW TO DIAL A LONG DISTANCE CALL

fi

McGowan-Williams Appliance & Furniture Service

UPHOLSTERING SPECIAL!
Any 2-pc. Front Room Set—$2.50 plus material
Upholstering • Draperies - Slip Covers • Antiques
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
JA 5.9552
734 vANCE AVENUE

WHITMAN
ROSE
SCOTT
LSO
ffll{RiA
JOHNSON

egeS

MKT

KIN

LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever

"'efir"`S44isli

aftliti one

In Getting Driver's License

Call Tenn. State Driving School
BR 6-4121

il
oki pea
usan
s
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2—DIAL THE AREA CODE (IF REQUIRED)
Refer to Page 1 of the directory to see if the city you wish to call
Is dialable and dial the area code, if shown. If the point you wish to
call is not listed, dial "Operator" and she will advise you if it is
dialable.
3—DIAL THE TELEPHONE NUMBER
Two letters and five numerals or seven numerals.
KNOXVILLE
An Operator will come in on the line and say,
615
,
/9;7
CHATTANOOGA
"Your Number Please"
mEm•Hli
•
Give the number of the telephone you are using.
Example:
ATLANTA
\
Calling New York, Dial 1, Plus 212, Plus the telephone
404
number you are calling.
,..
Calling Union City, Dial 1, Plus the telephone number
you are calling.
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Memphian Says All
Can Help Movement

Left Side

!DOWN FRONT.
LOST . . one horse from that a Negro be considered as
Lakeview Garden's Country the second American man to
club. The ho r se walked off be shot into space. Back came
without leaving a forwarding a reply from the President
address. Samuel Peace, man- that the editor's suggestion
ager of the club, is lamenting had been referred to the Nathe fact that the horse was tional Aeronautics and Space
"expecting to become a moth- Administration for "approprier in a few weeks." We suggest ate consideration." The editor
that Mr. Peace inquire at lo- has expressed the idea that if
cal matenity wards.
a Negro is shot into space, it
SOUNDS OF THE TIME: would shoot a hole in Russian
"Keep an eye on my packages, propaganda about racial con
please. There's a policeman ditions here. And it would also
Inrking up at the corner," was serve as a good take-off for
heard Monday after about 11 dealing with other dark-race
officers were dismissed from nations.
WHEN MAYOR HENRY
the force for playing robbers
while taxpayers were shell- LOEB was commenting about
ing out on the belief that they how to treat the "Freedom
were actually being protected Riders," perchance they come
to Memphis, he is reported to
by cops.
DOWNFRONT RIDDLE OF have said "treat them just like
THE WEEK: What prominent the trash they are." Is the term
women's organization which "trash" as he used it, a carryrecently gave a top-drawer af- over from the time he headed
fair, carried tickets to the af- the city's garbage department?
WHEN ATTY. BEN L.
fair down to Goldsmith's Ticket Agency for sale? This club, HOOKS was saying a prayer
at
a NAACP meeting. The atknown far and wide throughout Memphis and in Nashville torney, who is also a Bapalso, when promptly told by tist minister, prayed that "peothe NAACP, which is spear- ple in Alabama stop acting
heading a "stay away from like beasts,"
WHAT A NEWS BOY! One
downtown" drive to "get those
tickets out of Goldsmith's," the of our circulation men was
club sheepishly withdrew the asked by 11-year-old James
Saunders, jr., 1917 Merlin St.,
tickets from the store.
ILL WINDS OF RACIAL "can I get a newspaper
CONDITIONS in Alabama router The circulation man
blew in a piece of good news. told him that he would stop
The Birmingham Chamber of by his home Thursday mornCommerce, the Downtown Im- ing. James was so anxious that
provement Association and a he would See the house numkey civic group which calls ber until he got out of bed
itself the Committee of 100, and turned the porch light on.
jkhave decided to talk this ra- His father came home and
%Tie] tension over at a confer- turned the light off. But James
ence table to which they will got out of bed and turned the
invite Negro as well as white light on again "to make sure"
leaders. If this happens, it will that the circulation man didn't
be a step in the right direc- pass him by. Gee' What a boy.
DIVORCE RATE among
tion. It will be the first time
Negroes have been invited to our more prominent men and
a conference concerning racial women are on the upswring.
upheavals in Alabama. They It is on the increase among
are beginning to see the light. our lawyer s, teachers and
WHILE INVESTIGATING newspaper men.
POLICEMEN for robbery, the
OTTAWA — (UPI) — Liberdepartment should try to discover whether there is any al member of parliament Paul
truth in the many-time-told Martin has accused Prime Minstory of arrested persons being ister Jo hn Diefenbaker of
fleeced of their money by ar- "putting a gun to the opposiresting officers. If the story is tion's head" to railroad meastrue, then something should be ures through parliament.
Diefenbaker replied, "I don't
done about it.
WHILE THE EDITOR IS know what it would do to put
NOT LOOKING ... let us tell a gun to the honorable memthis one on him. He wrote ber's head. It wouldn't do any
President Kennedy, suggesting damage."

(SECOND IN A SERIES) with their abilities, and who
By LAWRENCE WADE
practice double standards of
(Guest Columnist)
courtesy based on race.
Question: What can I do to
3. Volunteer to walk the
help the Freedom Movement? picket line.
Answer: Many people have
asked this question both pub- 4. Volunteer to work in the
lically and privately. There are Membership Campaign.
many things that each person 5. Refuse to be complacent.
can do to support this move- Remember in unity there is
strength.
ment. For example;
1. Join the NAACP and sup- 6. Urge all of your friends
and associates to support the
port its program.
2. Refuse to buy from Main Movement, dedicated to atStreet merchants, who refuse taining first-class citizenship for
to hire Negroes in accordance Negroes in Memphis.

NEW HONOR SOCIETY —
lied at the college and charThese are members of Sigter members are Sammie
ma Omicron chapter of Sig- F i•1 d s. president: Stewart
Truly, vice president; Sara
ma Rho Sigma Honor Society in the social sciences •Le• Lewis. secretary; Berat L•Moyn• college. The nice Hightower, dean of
chapter has just been organpledgees and business man-

Narma Mimms and Willie
Shotwell. Not pictured is
Wardell Parker. Truly will
be a senior in September.
All the others were graduated this week.

28 To Keep-up
Jim Crow Fight

'Scott Paper Company
Names Negro Manager
William D. Waynes, 35, of
Hecktown rd., Bethlehem. Pa.,
has been promoted to Scranton district manager with the

tiger, and Aretha I... Shaffer.
treasurer. Seated. I e ft to
right; Stewart Truly, Aretha
L. Shaffer. Sara Lee Lewis.
Bernice Hightower and Sammie Fields. Standing. left to
right; Eloise Swanagan,

JEB STUART, song stylist
and composer's new record
"Coming Down With the
Blues" is a disk picked to
click. The record was recently reviewed by two national
show businesses magazines,
retail sales division of Scott
"Billboard" and "Cashbox"
Pa per company of Chester,
and dr• w top comments.
Pa., manufacturers of paper
One meg gave it three-stars
products for the home.
Mr. Waynes joined the company in 1956 as a retail salesm a n in Philadelphia. Two
years later, he was promoted
to senior salesman, and in 1959
he was eamed district manager in Allentown, Pa.
A native of Media, Pa., Mr.
Way n es was graduated in PEORIA, Ill. — (UPI) —
1944 from Media high school About 500-Bradley university
where he captained the foot- students staged a demonstraball team in 1942-43, and at- tion Saturday night in protest
tended St. Joseph's college, to the expulsion of two basgrounds
majoring in business admin- ketball players on •
they failed to report a bribe
istration.
A member of Food Industry offer.
Toastmasters International of The demonstration was orAllentown, and the Knights of
Coltimbus, the new Scranton
district manager also serves
with the Hecktown Fire company, Number 2.
Prior to joining Scott, Mr.
Waynes was a member of the
public relations group with the
Veterans Administration.

By SAMUEL HOSKINS
VMP'T M 7:46 a.m. Taxi cabs
Special Defender Correspondent and private automobiles which
transported them from the
JACKSON Miss. — "They "makeup point." 333 S. Jackcommitted no crime, their po- son at., were escorted to t h e
sition will be: "Jail, No Bail." terminal by six jeep-loads of ARTHUR ROSS JONES
This was how Miss Diane Alabama national guardsmen. (right), sales representative
Nash, one of the coordinators of Military policemen manned six of Associated Southern Inthe "Freedom Ride" assault check points along the route to dustries, with R. B. Buckingham. sales manager, inupon segregated bus travel in the terminal.
spect the Westinghouse Cenhe Deep South, summed up the WELL GUARDED
conditioners availposition of 28 persons arrested
At the terminal was a contin- tral Air
here Wednesday.
gent of 1,000 guardsmen. with
The arrests climaxed two bus ixed bayonets. They lined both torney.
trips from Montgomery. Ala., to sides of the street of the entire Three non-"Freedom Rider"
Jackson. Twelve of those taken block in front of the terminal. Passengers who bought tickets,
into custody were on the first Inside the loading area and the refused to board the bus after
bus, the remaining 16 on bus terminal were 250 guardsmen learning the "Freedom Riders"
No. 2.
numerous city policeman, detec- were to be passengers.
The "Freedom Riders" on the tives and federal agents.
After the bus was loaded.
first bus, which carried 17 news The "freedom riders" entered Maj. Gen. Henry V. Graham
reporters and photographers, the "white" waiting room, came aboard and explained the
were placed in a waiting police bought tickets, checked luggage precautions taken to "prevent
and the other a B plus. On a patrol wagon exactly four min- and went to the lunch counter trouble."
where they were served along
He said that while the probPhillips International label, utes after they arrived.
with a number of persons who ability of trouble was remote.
the disk has on the flip side FAST ACTION
the "trip is a hazardous one."
The passengers on the second came to see them off.
"Dream." Both are rhythm
As the bus was pulling out.
and blues. The record, also bus were arrested just as quickApproximately 100 reporters
a jukebox pick, is rapidly ly when they arrived two hours and photographers also jam- the Rev. King shook the hands
of some of the passengers
med the waiting room.
moving in sales around the later.
through the windows. "This is a
countryy. Stuart is a graduAll were en route to N e w
Among those present who
ate of Booker T. Washing- Orleans, for the purpose of test- were not passengers were the dramatic moment," he said.
ton high school in Memphis.ling interstate travel laws which Rev. Martin Luther King. jr., -Good luck."
prohibit racial segregation. They who calls for a massive assault The bus was the center of a
were charged with breach of upon all forms of racial segrega- caravan of 22 highway patrol
the peace, disoheying a police tion; James Farmer, national di- and national guard cars, In each
officer and inciting to riot.
rector of the Congress of Racial vehicle were three guardsmen
The riot charge later was Equality; Edward King, admin- and two state highway patroldropped. Tentatively, a hearing istrative director of the students men. Gen. Graham rode in one
is set for Friday. Bail is $500,
non-violent coordinating c o m- of the vehicles
The "Freedom Riders" who mittee. Miss Nash, and Leoncame on the first bus left Mont- ard W. Hold, Norfolk. Va.. atderly, although police were
sent to the campus near midnight to prevent any outbreak
of violence.

able at the establishment tor
homes, stores and churches.
These units provide gentle,
even cooling throughout the
entire house in a very inexpensive manner.

T-K's
Drive-in Restaurant
"Featuring"
The World's Favorite
HOT
DISH APPLE
24(

Its a BICeONE1
KINGSBURGPAR
350

Barbecue
Hot Does
Shakes
Cold Drinks

Bradley Student Body
Protests Suspensions

WM. D. WAYNES

Little Rock
Integration
To Expand

TROOrElt TIM SAYS...•

.;
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.4!

ite‘'

et

Following the car ahead too closely con
cause a lot of trouble. Always allow enough
room to avoid danger should the driver in
front 1113V0 to stop quickly.
Tenn. Dept.Sofety.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. —
(UPI) — Integration of the
city's schools will move into
the junior high school level for
the first time next fall.

ATTENTION HOMEOPERS

The two expelled by the
men's discipline board were
guard Alfa Saunders, 24, Chicago, a senior who had been
scheduled to graduate next
month, and Tim Robinson, a
forward, also from Chicago,
and one of the leading scorers
on the team last season.
Robinson rode in one of the
cars that took part in the'
demonstration.
Ed King, dean of men, and
Leslie Tucker, dean of students, talked to the demonstrators. King said he would
meet with a group of the students in his office today.
Most of the students said
they felt the two basketball
players had done nothing
wrong and that the board's
action in expelling them was
too harsh.

The Little Rock School Board
by a 5-1 vote has agreed to hte
move and at the same time
voted to increase integration
on the senior high level.
The hoard assigned 25 Negroes to four of the five white
junior high schools.
Thirteen Negroes were assigned to Central High school,
scene of mob violence in 1957,
when nine Negroes were admitted, six to Hall high and
five to Tech High.
Central has eight Negro students this year, Hall four, and
Tech none.
The junior high schools were
to have been desegregated last
fall under the court-approved
plan which led to the Central
High integration. But the board
refused at the time, explaining;
the senior high integration wasl
not successful yet.
CANCER HITS ANIMALS
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI)
Cancer, which ranks second only
to heart disease as a killer of
man, also takes its toll af animals.
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Let Us Improve Your Home Insid• and Outside

Why

Not Add To Your Home?

Extra Bedroom * Extra Bathroom * Car-Port
Family Room * Playroom * Patio
Front or Side Porca * Den * Larger Kitchen

9 'Til 9

ItY

FLEMING
3574 PARK

WH 6-0189
FLORIDA at TRIGG

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS

—.—
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

WE REPAIR AND REPLACE
WINDOWS — DOORS — FLOORS — SCREENS
TURN ATTICS & 3ASEA.ENTS INTO LIVING QUARTERS

NO HOME TOO SMALL
No Money Needed to Start Improving or Remodeling Plan

E. C. Williams Realty Company
WH 8-1016

979 E. Mclemore Ave.

Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

419

SPEAS

Call or Come In Today.

(clip

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns

and save)

Dressing
SPEAS VINEGAR Tangy Saladsugar
5. cup Spew, vinegar
2 tablespoons oil
pre3 tablespoons
pared horseradish

and Accessories

1/. teaspoon
'A teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons
mayonnaise

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

thoroughly
Combine all ingredients
to salad.
and chill before adding

CALL, WRITE or WIRE

4 servings.

BHS

FA 4-3767

SPEAS VINEGAR

1

Apple Cider or Distilled
At Grocers Everywhere

TAILORS

CUSTOM

Free Delivery
,uRNITURF

Snack at 1-K's

for Saiaas

Furniture
HUGE SELECT IONS
COMPLETE - STYLISH
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
VALUES
All

No Money Down—Small Monthly Payments

Long or Short Financing Terms Arranged

Fine

HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)
05

IMPROVE OR REMODEL YOUR HOME

PIS

INC.
IA 7-9320
248 Vance Ave.
Memphis. Tennessee
'YOUR Company Makes

Whet

k
Create,

What

You

You

Think

Ask
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foe
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By HERBERT L. BUGGS

Teacher Admitted To
Methodist Conference
But On Trial Basis

Baptist Exec
Day Set For June 11
Concerned
Over Violence

Woman's Day will be ob- sionary Baptist church and the
served Sunday, June 11 at' Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
Greenwood CE church, 1086 Woman's Day will culminate
with a Calendar tea beginning
So. Bellevue.
at 4 o'clock in the lower level
NEW YORK, N. Y.—(ABNS)
The
general
public
is
invitof the church.
—Concern over the violence
ed to attend the 11 o'clock
Mrs. Elsie Da v is, genera
which has flared in Alabama
services, with Dr. Clara A. chairman; Mrs. Verna Was
was voiced here today by the
Brawner, the only Negro fe- ington, chairman of Tea; Mrs.
Rev. Dr. John W. Thomas,
male practicing medicine here Ruby Porter, publicity chairex cc tit iv e secretary of the
in the City of Memphis, as man; Rev. Paul W. Fowlkes,
Council on Christian Social
speaker.
pastor.
Progress of the American Bap- guest
Dr. Brawner is a graduate
tist Convention. He termed
of
Manassas
high
school.
Spelhe treatment received by the
Freedom BUS Riders in Ala- man college in Atlanta, Ga.,
bama as a "denial of justice, and Meharry college in Nashconstitutional right and hu- ville, Tenn.
man dignity," and said that Dr. Brawner is now servthis lawless ness received ing as vice president of both
strength from "some persons Bluff City Medical society and
Festh,,, —.test and Miss Lu- in high places and by the Volunteer State Medical asso- PRINCETON, N. J. — (UPI)
Etta Butler, who participated timid silence of many good ciation. You will also find Dr. —Bruce Catton, Civil War hisIn a symposium on the subject people who allowed this to go Brawner on the staff of E. H. torian, appealed to leaders of
Cr ump and Collins Chapel
"Christianity Versus Other unopposed."
the South Wednesday night to
Religions." Other students
Dr. Thomas cited the dam- hospitals. On the board of di- grant first-class citizenship to
rectors
of
Goodwill
Homes
took part in the Festival.
age being done by the AlaAmerican Negroes.
bama riots to the United and Jesse Mahan Day Care Calton, a Princeton university
center,
Dr.
Brawner
is
an
outare ordered by the r epor I. States position a r ound the
professor, condemned the recent
There is also to be a closer world and maintained that standing member. She is a race riots in Alabama in a
Gospel
Temple
Mismember
of
working relationship between "the harm is being done, not
speech to some 200 members of
the Roc k River Conference by those who are peacefully
the New Jersey Historical sip
Board of Education and the challenging segregation, b u t quickly protecting the right to ciety.
Chicago Sub-district staff of by those who have resorted to free assembly of the First "The Civil War turned the Nethe Lexington Conference violent action to maintain it." Baptist church in Montgomery. gro from a shackled slave into an
Board of Education for joint He expressed concern for Dr. Thomas pointed out that American citizen," he said, "and
planning in leadership train- the injured, both white and the American Baptist Conven- left us the eternal and completeing camping "and other areas Negr o, and commended the tion is officially on record as ly inescapable obligation to see
where cooperative program- President of the United States "opposed to discrimination in to it that citizenship ismade
ming can be achieved."
good."
and Attoney Gener al for all its forms".

"He that bath an ear, let' himi Sunday, June 4, 6 p.m., the
hear what the spirit saith unto: Sunday School at Salem Gilthe church."—Revelation 3:8.
field Baptist church. 837 FllriThe vacation Bible School sea- da, will present a flower pagion is at hand and thousands of eant at the church. Over 120
Tri-State youngsters are eager- flowers will be exhibited. Mrs.
ly awaiting the first sessions. In- Helen Waterford is Sunda y
quire at your church. concern- school superintendent. Rev. A.
ing the start of the schools.
L. McCargo is pastor.
OLIVET BAPTIST
PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE ,
May 26. ministers of several For Bishop J. 0. Patterson's
denominations met at Olivet 20 years of service and spiritual
Baptist church and pledged guidance, the Pentecostal Temtheir cooperation in helping ple. 229 S. Wellington, will be
Owen college meet its $188,000 holding appreciation services in
budget by Aug. 31 Owen Prexy his honor. Services will begin
Dinkins reminded that the col- Sunday. June 4, 3 p.m. when
lege serves many people and de- Rev. E. L. Slay and the Ebenenominations and asked the sup- zer Baptist church will be
GOSPEL TEMPLE — Pastor val at Columbus Baptist
port from all churches and busi- guests, and
will continue Charles T. Epps of Gospel church last Friday night.
nesses, as well as from individ- through June 12, and ending
Temple Baptist church con- From left are Miss Joyce Ann
uals.
June 18. afternoon, when Rev. gratulates students who par- Colbert, who raised the high.
GREATER WHITE STONE
L. A. Hambin and the Golden ticipated in the Spring Festi- eat amount of monies in the
The Sixth Anniversary of Rev. Leaf Baptist church will be
and Mrs. A. R. Williams was guests.
held at the Greater Wh i t e With high esteem. the PenteStone Baptist church recently costal Temple and guest churchat 424 McEwen place. This ap- es, are thankful for having the
preciation and honor service privilege to honor such a great
was held May 22 through May leader. Their theme is "Give
28. The theme of the event was Honor to Whom Honor is Due."
"Let as many servants as are VOLLENTINE AVENUE
under the yoke count their own Senior choir at Vollentine
master worthy of all honors." Avenue Baptist church will preThe congregation and guest sent a drama entitled "T h e
churches were very happy and Challenge of the Cross. Sunday,
honored to pay tribute to the June 4, 8 p.m. Rev. W. M.
leader of the sanctuary.
Fields, jr., is pastor.
Miss Barbara Carson, a Chi- Hager, a member of the Rock
Elder Charles H. Moore, after GOLDEN LEAF BAPTIST
cago school teacher, became River conference and secrehis return home as pastor of the Male chorus of Golden Leaf
the first woman to be admit- tary of the committee of which
Speed St. Church of God In Baptist will be holding their
Christ, would like for it known day Sunday, June 4, 3 p.m. in ted on trial into the Lexing- Bishop Clair is the chairman,
that the workers meeting held a chorus day. The guest male ton Annual Conference of the provides for joint planning and
in Covington, Tenn., was a huge choruses will be: Progressive Central Jurisdiction of the promotion of a combined Pastors' school at Urbana, Ill.; a
SUMPS&
Baptist, Trinity Methodist and Methodist Church, in the closMETROPOLITAN BAPTIST
New Era Baptist. The chorus is ing service of the 92nd session Laymen's Retreat at the Des
Metiopolitan Baptist church also expecting the presence of held here May 18-21, in the Plaines campground.
will be holding its Annual Chil- Rev. H. J. Campbell and Rev. Centenary Methodist church, Also the Boards of Chrisdren's Day program June 11, 4 W. Herbert Brewster, sr. James of which the Rev. Dr. Charles tion Social Concerns of the
p.m. Music will be rendered Patterson is president of t h e A. Talbert is the pastor. It was two conferences are to plan a
and a playlet will be presented chorus. Mrs. Vanita Bailey, not until 1956 that women series of inter-racial convocaby the children. Rev. S. A. church secretary and reporter were given full clergy rights tions to deal with common soOwen is pastor.
and Rev. L. A. Hamblin. pastor. in the denomination that had cial concerns and regular
up to that time perrnited wo- meetings for j oint program
men to be ordained as local planning by the three Rock
deacons and elders and serve River district superintendent'.
of the Lexington Conferem
as "supply" pastors.
Miss Carson, who holds a
B.A. degree from DePaul university and a B.D. degree from
the Northern Baptist Theological Seminary, both of Chicago, had her orders as an IONE. Calif. — (UPI)
elder from another denomina- Mexican-American and Negro
tion recognized as a deacon. inmates of the Preston School
She was appointed by Bishop of Industry clashed WednesMatthew W. Cl a i r, jr., St. day night in an apparent race
Louis, Mo., the presiding offi- riot that was finally quelled
cer of the conference, to the with tear gas.
St. Paul Methodist church, In- Ten boys were injured two
dianapolis, Ind.
seriously after the youths beThe conference adopted a gan swinging sticks, boaras and:
resolution, in its Friday's ses- other weapons.
sion, critical of both the Eis- Supt. Paul J. McKusick said!
enhower and Kennedy admin- the riot broke out
during the
istrations for a 11 eg ed slow California youth authority in-!
progress in enforcing the Sustitution's preliminaries for the!
preme Court's decision of May
annual Memorial Day track!
17, 1954, ordering desegregameet. Some 400 boys were on
tion of the public schools.
the field at the time.
"Our t w o Administrations At a
signal the Mexicanhave failed to move with deAmerican youths began tauntliberate speed to carry out this
ing the Negroes. When widelaw" the resolution prepared
by the Rev. Dr S. M. Riley, spread fighting broke out bejr., pastor of Cory Methodist tween 50 and 100 boys, sheriffs
church, Cleveland, Ohio, stat- and police personnel and a nighway patrol car were called.
ed.
"The Government seems to The Preston school houses
lack the vision of the import- youths in their late teens, inREV. SOLOMON SEAY
ance (of desegregation) to the cluding some of the youth auU.S., in these days of racial thority's more hardened cases,
stress throughout the world", a spokesman said.

Tear Gas
uells Teens

the resolution said. The conP—ence agreed unanimously
that some effort has been put
forth "in certain sections and
isolated spots", but that "neither Administration has had
the spiritikal and moral fortiSAVANNAH, Ga. — (UPI)
tude to enforce desegregation
— Gov. Ernest Vandiver has
throughout the U.S."
insisted that several Negro
The conference also voted
MONTGOMERY, Ala (UPI)— a rifle out the window of an old
members of the Georgia Pubto
permit
its
churches
in
Chiintegration
leader
Negro
down
the
A
model car speeding
lice Health association either
cago and Harvey, Ill., to cowas wounded by a bullet fired highway.
sit by themselves or not atfrom a passing auto Thursday "I just happened to have my operate in planning jointly tend his address to the group's
shortly after Alabama a u- hand up in front of my face and with the churches of the Chi- convention.
thorities jailed a new group of the bullet struck my wrist," cago Districts of the predominately white Rock River
"freedom riders."
Seay said. He said there were
Conference in implementing
The Rev. Solomon Seay, pas- sevral youths in the car.
CHOIR ROBES
tor of the Zion AME church, Seay is executive secretary of the denomination's Quadren- High fashion styling
said he had just stepped out- the Montgomery Improvement nial Program.
superbly tailored
The resolution was presentside his front door when he saw Association, a leading group in
— at an economy price!
ed
as
the
report
of
the
Intera youth, apparently white, stick the integration fight.
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
UNIFORM COMPANY
The group of "Freedom Rid- Conference commitee of the
114 SO MAIN ST
IA 6-3641
Lexington and Rock River
ers" arrested including four
conferences, by Dr. John H.
white professors and three Negro students who planned to
take a bus from Montgomery

Asks 1st Class

ARE YOU BLIND!
To The Wonderful Values
That Are Yours Through
QUALITY STAMPS?

The Harp's
Band Rules
Las Vegas

to Jackson, Miss.
They were arrested a n d
charged with disorderly conduct
LAS VEGAS — Entertain- when they sought service at a
ment seekers need look no fur- segregated lunch bar used withther than Morris Lansburgh's out incident by two groups of:
Fabulous Flamingo Hotel be- "Freedom Riders" who preced- 1
cause this resort hotel will be ed them to Jackson Wednesday.
Also arrested at the same!
swinging with the best.
Lionel Hampton and his or- time were three integration
leaders
who have figured promchestra, featuring Pinnocchio
James and Bertrice Reading, inently in planning the "freewill continue on in the Drift- dom rides."
wood Lounge until May 25, The leaders arreeted were the
when Harry James and his mu- Revs. Ralph Abernathy, Fred'
M. Shuttlesworth and Wyatt Tee
sicmakers will take over,
The delightful Della Reese, Walker. All were charged with
whose recording of "Bill Bail- breach of the peace.
ey" has been one of the biggest
hits in 1961, returns to the
Driftwood Lou ng e Thursday,
for a four week stay. Always
popular with Las Vegas audiences, Della will sing many of
her famous recordings, as well
as * number of new tunes in
the inimitable Reese manner.

Pay A Visit To
Your QUALITY
STAMPS
Redemption
Center—Today!
CORN MEAL DUMPLINGS
Yes MadaMe,
Bright with the April showers and
sunshine, gardens are popping up on
every vacant lot — radishes, onions,
and greens are first to make their way
to the supper table, For something different but odd as the times, try using
the
most wonderful
meal — Jack
Sprat's cream style corn meal and
make corn dumplings to serve with
that vegetable dinner tonight. They are
iust as good when cooked in lamb stew.
Try them and you will say "so simple but oh, how go...I!"

BHS, Inc.
248 Vance—JA 7-9320
Memplim,

T nnnnn

One cup Jack Sprat Cream Style
corn meal.
Scalding water
One-half tsp. baking powder
One-half tsp. salt.
One tsp. chopped chives
Sift together dry ingredients, add
chives, then enough scalding water to
make a thick gravy mixture. Spoon
into boiling turnip green liquid; cover
and cook for 15 minutes Serve with
vegetables, as bread of the day Let
me know how you like them.

Park
Cemetery

South's Mott Beautiful Cemetery

4536 Horn Lake Rd
EXpress 7-5811
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g1(.1 STAR,,,SOW
powerful radio station in the
Mid-South. The above is only
a sample of the fine groups
heard on the station by virtue
of the Big Star show each Saturday. And the door is open to

all with talent dppii, ato, t.,
radio. Just phone WDIA and
arrange for an audition. From
this show many have gone on
to more fame and fortune.
You could be next.

SAVE
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis

Los

JANA PORTER

TALENT AND MORE is the
order of the day when the Big
Star Food Stores of Memphis
and the Mid-South take to the
air lanes with their Talent
Show over WDIA, the most
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Bye for now,
Jana Porter
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TAILORED
Suits, Topcoats

ACCIDENTS STRIKE FAST
GENEVA (UPI) — Every two
minutes in France there is a
work accident resulting in death
or permanent disability, according to the World Health Organization.
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hospital. We wish her a speedy
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to the hospital in Jackson,
recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Frison Miss. He is very Ill and asks
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IS MEMPHIS READY? •
What would happen in Mem- accepted to the majority of
r
phis if a group of "Freedom both races.
General 1.1
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE .
.. -.....
That's been suggested alRiders" came to this town?
Editor
THADDEUS T STOKES
Down in Jackson, Miss., the ready by the things which
only segment of the popula- have a iready been accomSubscription rare: One year, $6; six months. $3.50, (2-year special Subscription rate S10/ - tion apparently ready for their plished to ameloriate the Nereception were the police de- gro's situation in Memphis.
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partment and National Guard The desegregation of the pubPublished Every Thursday by the New fro-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid
soldiers, The only reception lic libraries, opening of the
Anniston, Montgomery a n d zoo, the admittance and recepat Memphis, Tennessee. Under Act of Marc h 2, 1879.
Birmingham, Ala. had for tion of Negro students at
Memphis State, the desegreSERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
them was mob violence.
Is it reasonable to believe gation of the buses, the opening
of McKellar Lake to Nethat even in tradition-ridden
ities of the Mid-South and gro use . . . all are indications
Deep South a better way of that there are many people in
handling such a group can be Memphis .. . in the white majority . . . who are reasonable
developed? •
(PHILADELPHIA TRIBUNE)
not read a book in a public library. They One is prone to believe that and willing to take definite
are restri-+ed as to where they may be there are better ways. Of and decisive steps in the diAt a recent meeting a young lady
recd
of fair-play and right.
born, eat, sleep, :-.ntertain, educate their course, the ultimate and best A
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higher standard of living in America
short, they are denied the recognition of groupc°wuouldebeg one based on There are many Npegrgoes in
than do colored people anywhere else in
the basic principles of decency Memphis who ardently hope
the dignity of a free human being.
the world. She was greatly disturbed beThe Sit-In Movement clearly shows and democracy as set forth in and wish that progress in race
may be
s
thfeateCsonstitution of the United oreult
cause she believed that Negroes were too
that Negroes, like all other human beings
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kind
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of But let's face it . . . history, of hate and hostility . . .withjustices which they suffer; and they were treatment which forces them
into a posi- tradition, custom . . . the facts out community upheavals . ..
too critical of their white brothers and erica. people.
To do so would admit that of life in regard to race rela- which leave deep and lasting
atisons in the South, still serve scars. No Negro in his right
sisters; that they should not condemn tion which
suggests that they are an inpowerful road blocks to any mind and spirit in Memphis
white people for their inferior status; they are inferior,
rational and democratic treat- w a n t a trouble between the
that they should by study and hard work,
While it is conceded that Negroes ment of any group such as races. Neither does any such
improve their position in American so- should study and work hard to improve
. Msotisttl white person.
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This young lady, like so many other them to accept the burden of building and cat crosses their path. Most making outsiders" c o me to
people, is confused about the basic issue maintaining a separate economy and so- Southern Negroes dread mani- town to correct what they reinvolved in the color problem. While full ciety within the framework of the Amen- festaticrns of his white neigh- gard as local ailments of race
. .. for folk on the scene to do
bor's superstitious fears.
stomachs, modern homes and other crea- can community.
Of course, the Freedom Rid- what folk in Anniston, Montture comforts are important and are deh is well to remember that no peo- ers are implementing another gomery, Birmingham, J a c ksirable these are not sufficient in them- ple, not nation have ever - received their "fact of interracial life in son, New Orleans, or wherever
selves. Many slaves had full bellies, lived reedom on a silver platter. Those who America" as of current times. - .. will eventually have to do.
And that fact is that there is And that is get together and
in the "big tiouse" and had most creature exPect to -be free must fig ht for it, stru g- a growing number of Amen- work out their own communiARE LUCKY much for them,
ver spoon in your mouth, keep it
YOU
IF
comforts. But who wants to be a slave? gle and sacrifice. All the progress of the cans, white and black, who are ty's salvation. When the Free- ENOUGH to be born with a sil- WHEN A MAN STANDS at there until you get to the din.
It is a fact that thousands of Negroes ‘vorld toward freedom is the result of sick and tired of the "square" dom Riders arrived in those As Simple Says 24 pt.
the bar of Justice, he finds out ner table.
te ofn their communities, ther ctitlizens there WHEN A MAN GETS TOO Justice don't run no bar.
wdes too many
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in the "Deep South!' live in beautiful protest against injustices. Then, too, it is
forciblyywata0 their OLD to set a bad example, he A MAN WITH GET-UP- WITH SUMMER is that when
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a semblance of freedom to recognize that world, d a r k e r peoples are than they thought" What about S 0 M E SERMONS AND and get.
DAYS ARE LIKE STAIR:SOM SPEECHES are as dry JUBILATE NOT T 0 0 STEPS—if you stumbled on the
But with all this wealth they are iad it not been for vigorous protests they driving that "fact of modern Memphis? Hunh?
orn without butter.
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NORTH looking for freedom, A MAN WITH NO SENSE THERE IS MANY A SLOR
in exaggerated sense of his importance, gotten that they protected Mr. Lumumba for Memphis
and Negro . . . to get together The more I consider the rest- but when they find it. it is too don't need to worry.
twixt the lip and the chop.
and whose thirst for power is unquench- from it, until he rashly forsook their pro- . . . realistically consider the less, discontented and unhappy
tection and fell into his enemies' hands, state of race relations here in life which, despite the NAACP,
0 • •
able.
It was he who had Patrice Lumumba But it remains to be seen whether they all their aspects . . . economic, has been thrusted upon us,
social, political, educational, the more it seems to me that
murdered. This heinous deed was per- have a better way of rescuing Moise et al . . . and see what can the root of our trouble lies in
petrated in order to narrow down Mr. Tshombe.
be done on a common sense, not having a leader. I don't
The loud talk of trying Tshombe for Christian, fair, and live-and- always agree with the Muslims KEEP FAITH WITH THE
Tshombe's political opponents.
brutal force, abusive and ob- he might have had strong perbut on this point my feelings POLICE DEPARTMENT
Lumuba wanted a truly independent his crimes cannot be taken seriously; the let-live basis?
scene language is employed. sonal feelings about the Freeare exactly the same as that The police burglary s c an- We feel that
vantseems
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this is not en- dom Riders, contained himself
Congo, with a strong central govern- Congo has no judges. But there is at age point of the "Shadows" of Elijah Muhannad. Doesn't
dal, involving 11 men, came
ment free of Belgian influence and med- least some possibility of constructive that such a step is the right every lodge, sorority, fraternity as no great shock to us. Where- forcing law, but a flagrant within the jurisdiction of his
violation of law.
office. Commissioner Armour
dling. Tshombe wanted no part of this progress as a result of this chapter of one to take. It goes without and so forth ha ve a leader? in we did not have -any con- Nevertheless, we cannot said simply that he would igz
Until
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that
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enough
argument
Breaking
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Presiaccidents.
crete evidence that some po- help but•to admire the man- nore the Riders and concendecision, and did every thing in his power
Negro and white people of state of sleep-walking, we shall
to destroy the idea and the person agitat- dent Kasavubu and his ministers have good will in this city to get always be looked upon as licemen were fulfilling the role ner in which Commissioner trate, in effect, on enforcing
of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." Armour is performing a very the law. He hinted that if any
begun to try to make some sense out of together and work out a form- fauntleroys.
ing for its acceptance.
our suspicion was aroused by unpopular task which could laws were violated, his departDespite his complicity, there are peo- their crazy relations with the United
the numerous reports we have cause his whole department ment would punish all offendreceived from persons arrest- to suffer embarrassment. The ers. He intimated that he
pie who feel, though not too strongly, Nations.
ed
who claimed policemen public should not lose faith would not tolerate any mob
Alarmed by Tshombe's fate, the reTshombe now as
that to dispose of
robbed them while searching in the whole police depart- violence.
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Katanga
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the
Patrice
he disposed of
them. While the police depart- ment simply because a few Then our good Mayor bootpatriot, is to kill the goose that may yet way down off their high horse. Tshombe's
ment is undergoing a good "bad apples" were discovered ed the ball. To refer to inter"Spring Cleaning" we urge in the barrel.
state travelers as "trash" simlay some fine copper-bottomed eggs. Ka- detention may yet prove a timely catalyst
that this "robbery charge" be We urge the public to Keep ply because their major crime
anga's wealth must suggest mouth- as well as retributive justice.
thoroughly investigated. If the Faith With Our Police Depart- seems to be that they pubcharge is well founded, then ment.
licize where they are coming
send this "dirty linen" to the
next, was a gross mistake.
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Court
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anniverIn celebrating the
It is regrettable that we had ruJR MAYOR
take this space to apologize to
officers who victimized the We were shocked last week our readers for the Mayor. We
sary of the issuance of the Supreme validity of the saying. But compliance is
very public they swore to when our good Mayor Henry are iust as sorry, as he should
Court's desegregation order, there was a taking place, in some instances beyond
protect.
Loeb was asked what would be, that the word came up. •
noticeable paucity of reference to the expectation. Today there are 777 desegWe could hurl charges at happen in Memphis if the
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in
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and
regated
school
True,
Justice.
Chief
role played by the
Police Commissioner Claude "Freedom Riders" were to de- Memorial Day
Armour for hiring men who scend on the bus stations of We paused on Tuesday
the decision had the concurrence of the border states. Only in four states, South
took their oath of office . . . Memphis.
(May 301 to,pay tribute to the
court as a whole, it is equally true that Carolina, Georgia,' Alabama and Missistheir responsibility to the pub- Mayor Loeb, speaking as memory of the American
it was Chief Justice Warren's urgent sippi complete segregation still prevails
lic . . . and the Biblical Com- seconding voice after that of soldiers and sailors who made
-plea to his associates that resulted in in public schools.
mandment "Thou Shall Not Commissioner Claude Armour, the supreme sacrifice in deatchildren
Steal," so lightly. We could said that he thought this fending these shores in war.
There are 82,000 Negro
the unanimity of opinion.
expound
about the fitness of "trash" should be treated with We would like to be in a posiThe underlying logic of hisiplea was tending schools with whites in the Dismen hired in the first utter disdain. And that law tion to say to them that the
the
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28,35,000
in
Columbia;
imbedded in the assumption, we believe, trict of
niece. However, we do not enforcement should be at the war they fought to save Amerifeel that this is the proper uppermost.
ca is the war in which we ob'that so momentous a decision—a decision 000 in Maryland, 16,329 in Kentucky, 14,time to heap accusations upon "Trash, Mayor?" It seems tained lasting assurance that
"'which was bound to change the whole 000 in West Virginia, 9,822 in Oklahoma,
Commissioner Armour or any that one who's office is held we will never have to fight
course of our social history—would lose 6.734 in Delaware, 3,500 in Texas, 342 in
other high official in the po- in such high esteem by our again to guarantee Americans
`aassauttaj,
ell 'etutititA in
much of its psychological thrust if a dis- -)1.1v
lice department. Rather, we public should have a man with freedom.
ansas, 82 in North Carolina, 27 in Floricommend Commissioner Ar- a more expansive vocabulary. However, that is not the
senting opinion were recorded.
mour for the judicious job he Perhaps, we opine, it could way it is written. Everyday
In the light of the resistance the da and four in Louisiana.
ia doing to "set his house in be a throwback to the good we must continue to defend
Because Mr. Warren was able to
ruling has met,. it was certainly good
order." He is doing forthright- Mayor's days when he headed ,,wir belief in this government
-hindsight on the part of the Court. The create the proper climate for citing the
ly and publicly without sup- the garbage and trash details be-eed upon democratic princioressine the farts.
of the city. Perhaps the word
l'fanatical Southern racists, who have unconstitutionality of public school segWe don't always condone "trash" i too ingrained in his In a more realistic sense
"tried every trick in the bag, would have regation, thereby instituting a new and
the manner and methods em- Psyche for his own good.
f reed om demands constam
grabbed a dissent as a welcome crutch bright chapter in American history, we
ployed by some officers in en- The Mayor'should have tak- vigilance. May God always
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Dear Mme Chante: I would couples are happy as a resu t
like to meet a very nice lady of the publication of their le
between the ages of 25 and 40 ters in your column. 1 am also
who is interested in having seeking happiness and marriage
something in life. I used to be and believe I can find same
a jockey but now thain race through your column. I am 12
horses. I am 35, 5 ft., 2 in. tall, years old, would like to hear
weigh 134 lbs, light brown skin, from young ladies between 21
All letters will be answered. and 35 who are serious and
Please send photo in first let- want something in life. I am deter. Billie Eugene Spencer, 70 sirens of this letter being ansV%L1N
Rutland Sq., Apt. 4. Boston, wered by people who are very 1004.,/ imouT 1ist 'tom SIREEIS IMO MAVIS?
1.A..( MISTER. AltliRMAK.•
!
AROUND A LONA '11AAA
sincere. All letters will be NOS bla.ei
Mass.
WM $40,
04 mom-el sloes/kr. CAN NIOU tr4C.0UNVIA...1
.
1
• •.
answered. Roy S. Bennett, 1547 CAM •10%) 111R%mG 114 TWA sm‘p
Calif.
Angeles
21,
Los
Essex,
would
S.
I
Dear Mme Chante •
• ••
be grateful if you'd help me find
an understanding gentleman be- Dear Mme Chante: 1 am a
tween the ages of 23 and 35, young girl of 22, fairly attracaround 5 feet, 8 inches tall, not tive, and built pretty well, 5 feet
weighing over 190 lbs., and in- 6 1-2 inches tall. I am interested
terested in marriage. I am a in meeting a gentleman between
lady of 21, 5 feet, 3 1-2 inches the ages of 30 and 39 who is
tall, weigh 135 lbs. brown skin interested in a nice quiet mar
and considered attractive. I was ried life. No others need write,
once married, have one child I like tall, dark men. Will ex and would be happy to accept change photos. Mary Allen Fulone or two motherless children. ton, c-o Mrs. Lake, 1506 E. 63rd
Enjoy movies, reading and Pl., Chicago 37. III.
•••
music. Please send photo if interested. Mrs. Jan M. Whyte, Dear Mme Chants: I am a
rather lonely fellow seeking to
4933 Carol St., Skokie, Ill,
•••
meet ladies between the ages of
Dear Mme Chante: I am a 18 and 45. Prefer intelligent
young lady 18 years of age, 5 ladies. Will answer all letters
feet, 5 inches tall, 125 lbs., light and exchange photos. I am 30,
brown complexion considered 6 feet, 1 inch tall. 180 lbs., nice
nice looking. At present attend- black hair and brown complex.
ing business college. Would like ion. Occupation, salesman. I am
to correspond with nice looking a jazz enthusiast, fond of all
gentleman between 21 and 29; sports. — writing is my hobby.
WASHINGTON, D. C.—How- dormitory for women, which
race or color not important. Ladies, if you aren't interested
Howard UniPrefer the business type who in a sincere correspondent, and University Professor Marion was transferred to
named for
likes the better things in life. I please do not write. L. C. Lewis, T. Wright has been named this versity in 1948. is
well as a public,
have a two year old son. Joyce P. 0. Box 708, Neterprise, Ala. week to receive the fifth annual Den Stowe, as
elementary school in the Dis•• •
Clayton, 525 W. 60th St., Chic*.
Evening Star Research fellow1919
go, Ill.
Dear Mme Chante: I am a ship to complete a biographical trict. The dormitory is at
Slowe died
•••
regular reader of your column study of the late Lucy Diggs Third at.. N.W. Dean
Dear Mme Chante: I am a and think it is wonderful the Stowe, the first dean of women in 1937.
Dr. Wright entered Howard
young woman 20 years old, way you've helped so many at Howard and former teacher
have a young baby. Interested people. I hope you can help me, and principal in the Baltimore University as a freshman student in 1923. one year after Lucy
in becoming acquainted with Would like to correspond with
Washington public schools.
This his pocket and stared at me flatly I called out. "Is there We all lay on our beds and eligible gentleman between the a nice lady between the ages and
Stowe was appointed dean of
,(EDITOR'S NOTE:
the award will be
Amount
of
was written by CORE field for some minutes. A loud noise any air up front"? — No coughed. Finally a woman doe- ages of 25 and 40 with marriage of 40 and 55. I am 6 feet, 2
women, and was associated with
$2.500.
her at the university both as a
tor came in—she had to look in mind. I am interested in a inches tall, weigh 207 lbs, mediaecretary Genevieve Hughes was heard and the window op- answer.
Dr. Wright's study will de- student and faculty member unwho was on the Greyhound posite mine was broken. I now Simultaneously a Negro man up smoke poisoning before man with at least a high school urn brown complexion. John
bus burned just outside of An- think it was done by a rock, not nearby and I realized that it treating us. They brought in the education, who can and will hold Arthur Johnson, 523 Grand Ave., tail the contributions ofDean til 1931.
Stowe to the fields of Negro ed- Dr. Wright holds two degrees
was not a smoke bomb but an Negro man who had been in a steady job — one who is by. Kansas City, Mo.
oi,ston, Ala. Genevieve is 28 a bullet,
•••
ucation and student personnel. from Howard, the Bachelor of
years old and white.)
I yelled "duck down every- incendiary bomb. I said, "Oh back of the bus with me. I ing and affectionate with a
Preliminary studies indicate Arts, with high honors, and the
We left the Greyhound term- one," as I thought a gun my God, they're going to burn pointed to him and told • them pleasant disposition .—likes Dear Mme Chants: I am a Dean Slowe's interest in trying Master of
Arts in education. She
itial in Atlanta, without inci- had been fired. Later a man us up!" and the man and I be- to take care of him. But they children and wants a wife. If newcomer to Chicago. Would to change the concept of a dean also holds the
Doctor of Philosolent to arrive in Birmingham. slammed his fist against my gan to move forward. As we did not bring him into our possible, please enclose a recent like to become acquainted with of women from a matron to that phy
degree from Columbia UrnWe were the first of the two window and cracked it. Per- passed the bomb I saw flames emergency room. I understand photo in first letter. Mrs. Gloria a decent, single lady between of a specialist in the education versa),
and a diploma from the
oups to leave. In our group kin's window was broken. The and knew the bus was on fire, that they did not do anything Taylor, 202 Broad st., Griffin, the ages of 28 and 38. All letters of women.
New York School of Social
will be answered. James Given,
arrived. They About the six row, I found the at all for Hank. Thirteen in all Ga.
was Jimmy McDonald, Char_ police then
• ••
6444 S. University Ave., ChicaA former federal government Work.
leitte DeVree, Joseph Perkins, strolled around with billies, smoke less dense and a win- were brought in and three were
Dear Mme Chants: Many go 37, Ill.
Bert Bigelow, Hank Thomas, they did not disperse the dow open. I thrust my head admitted.—Ed, the Negro man
Ed Blankenheim, Francis Mou- crowd. Someone kept leaning out. Jimmy and Charlotte and myself. They gave me a
!Erie, Moses Newsome (the re- down to inspect the tires, were in front of me with their room and I slept. When I woke
porter from the Afro-Amen- whichwere obviously slit. We heads outside the windows. I op the nurse asked me if I
(*an) and myself. I was sitting left the station shortly after could not see to the front of the could talk to the FBI.
By MARCUS H. BOULWARE vote. As a general principle
. lone next to the window. Per- and were followed by approxi- bus and did not know if people FBI PROBE
ere or no The window
ow
no one can cast a vote upon a
Ions and Ed were in the first InatelY 40 cars. Three miles out- were there
FBI man did not care REQUIRED
tires
side
of
Anniston
two
went
was
not
wide,
but
I
managed
question in which he alone is
fitnt seats and the rest were
about us, but only the bombWILBERFORCE. Ohio — mocracy of such a type conflat.
There
were
no
police
in
to
squirm
through
and
drop
Question:
What
are
the
interested. (That is why all
gtktered all around in front
the entourage, but only a news- to the ground. Jimmy and jog' A man visiting another principles of voting, and can main motions require a sec- Americans must stop "quib- tinue."
of, me.
woman
came
over
and asked if
mobile.
Charlotte did the same. My
one be required to vote.— ond before being considered.) bling" about integration in the Dr. Wesley said he believes
sThe first sign that something
schools or face the consequences. 'funds should be created for a
pocketbook and sweater were there was anything he could Mrs. F. D.
do.
He
said
he
was
a
was wrong was when our bus USE CROWBAR
Methodist
In cases where charges have Dr. Charles H. Wesley, Wilber- vast program of education in huleft behind and burned with
answer
the
Let's
Answer:
church
member
The
and
felt
there
minute
the
bus
stopped,
stopped just outside of Annisbeen brought against a mem. force, Ohio president of Cen- man relations within the U.S.,
the bus,
ton as a Greyhound bus stop- a boy and his brother jumped Charlotte and I crossed the were many paths to heaven last question first. While it ben he, naturally, can have no tral State College, told the na- so that we will assist not only
ped in the other direction. A out of their car, dashed over street and stood watching the and we should do God's will, is the right and duty of every part in a vote affecting him tional convention of Young in African and Asiatic educawhite man got off that bus. to the bus and slammed a crow- burning bus. We thought peo_ In other words he did not agree member to vote upon every on trial.
Women's Christian Assn, at the tion and uplift through the dracame to the door of ours and bar through my window. I pie inside were burning. We with what we were doing but proposal, he cannot be comMunicipal Auditorium in Den- matic Peace Corps, but also in
Secondly,
a
candidate may
. . . a more complete education
yelled, "There's an angry and moved to the aisle seat and told were very dazed and of course would help us. I thanked him. pelled to do so.
ver, Colo,
vote for himself or, as a matunruly crowd gathered at An- a Negro woman ahead of me choking. We crossed the street A nurse told me, "I can't tell There are two instances in
Dr. Wesley said the matter is to make America more secure
ter
of
courtesy,
may
cast
his
niston. There's a rumor that to do the same. The manager again and saw all our people you how sorry we are about which a member should not
urgent because of "the increas- for itself . . ."
vote for an opponent. This lating encroachment Of anti-dem- Or, Wesley further stated that
some people on this bus are and the inspector went to the out on the other side of the this." The nurse finally told
ter
practice
is
called
"courme that a colored man wanted
ocratic forces" in the world. He the YWCA had earned a reputatieing to stage a sit-in. The front of the bus. One went out- bus.
tesy
voting."
urged that Americans look with tion for liberalism through t h e
terminal has been closed. Be side, brought his suitcase in As I stood watching the bus to see me and I was wheeled
careful." He had a mid-west- the bus, removed a gun from it burn and choking, the people down to the entrance lobby.
We might also add that any "interest and commendation years.
For instance, he declared, the
em accent,
and strapped it around his on whose lawn we were stand- Joe asked me to be ready to
member wishing to do so may on the emergence of Africa in
YWCA National Student CounOur bus proceeded into An- waist. He stood at the door. The ing came out. "It's a shame," leave in 20 minutes. When I
even nominate himself for world affairs,"
niston. It seemed that every- mob circled around, bought they said, and asked us to came back our group was all ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — It has any office he feels duly quali- "Efforts are being made to cil declaration of continuing suptreat Africans more equitably as port of the Supreme Court dene in the town was out to cokes, and shouted. There was come in. Once inside I tried to there, but Ed was still cough- been disclosed that drug ad- fied to fill.
representatives of foreign pow- cision "was a noble and forthdiction is the "biggest single
greet us. They lined the streets, another blow at my window call an ambulance. There was ing badly.
READERS
ers" he continued. "But with right action which replaced this
As we reached the terminal, enlarging the hole, and a hole no answer and the people of- We learned some of the har- factor" contributing to a crime
h e
the bus circled around the was made in the opposite win- fered to take me to the hos- rowing details of what had increase in the St. Louis area. For my parliamentary Africans treated one way, and association in support of t
happened to the other group— In a speech to the downtown chart of motions, arranged ac- Americans who are black . . . ideals of our Democracy and our
building and pulled up in what dow. I started writing notes pital.
how they were beaten both Lions Club, IA. Austin B. Duke. cording to classes and six char- treated another, how can a de- religious faith."
looked to be an alley. There and reading a book instead of
aboard the bus and at the sta- head of the St. Louis County teristics, send three dimes to
was some space to the left of trying to memorize faces as I 'FRIENDLY' POLICE
the bus, but none to the right, should have been. A man took State troopers had arrived ton. I realized that we had police department intelligence Dr. Marcus H. Boulware, Flodepartment, said county police rida A. & M. university, Box
The mob was out—about 30-50 a penknife and began to cut on the scene before the bomb gotten off easy.
shabby looking men. They away the glass in the window was thrown. They were quite The next hour was spent have no official record of the 156, Tallahassee, Fla,
walked by the side of the bus next to me. He did the same friendly with the mob leaders, trying to get out of there. The number of addicts. However,
carrying sticks and metal bars, on the other side, and still, I They did not stop the bomb state troopers insolently de- he said, federal records show
A man lay in front of the did not realize why. There from being thrown, although dined to give us any escort that there are over 200 addicts
bus so it could not start. There was more window shattering they could clearly see that it saying they had their orders in the county and more than
was being prepared. When we and they came from the gov- 1000 in the total area.
were no police. We were there in the back,
"It is a safe assumption that
in all some 30 minutes. When Suddenly, a man whom I got off the bus they prevented ernor. The city police would
there are thousands who rethe driver opened the door, a cannot identify, thrust a bun- the mob from killing us. Hank not escort us past the city
WASHINGTON. D.C.—"Edu- the need for new techniques for
limits. We were told that per- main unknown." He said "is it
MADISON, Wis.—(UPI) — cated Negroes simply do not newspapers if their publishers
white man in the back seat die, seemingly of rags through Thomas was struck.
any
wonder
that
we
are
conoutside
the
gathered
had
sons
AnnisWhen
we
arrived
in
at
the
window
opposite
me,
the
The assembly Wednesday support the Negro press," said were courageous enough to
went forward and stood at
stantly having an increase in
door; another white man join- the same time lighting it. There ton, a city policeman accom- hospital. Bert called Washingadopted a resolution com- Dolph Thompson, president of adopt them," Thompson continmime?"
there,
get
help
to
tried
and
town,
ton
panied
us
through
the
sparks
and
noise,
flew
was
a
instate
"The major city dailies do,
ell him. One was a
mending James Zwerg of Ap- Associated Counselors Interna- ued.
vestigator, the other was the a dense cloud of smoke im- There was no doctor at the Perkins called Shuttlesworth
tional, in announcing findings of however, provide a wealth of
the manager of the bus corn- mediately filled the bus. I hospital, only a nurse. They and he sent ten cars. About lay on the floor until outside pleton "on his courage in sup- a recently concluded consumer timely news and information
siany at the Greyhound station thought it was only a smoke had me breathe pure oxygen the time these cars arrived the the city limits. The trip back port of the principle of equal- survey. "Primary readers," he keyed to the interest of the enin Atlanta. They prevented bomb and climbed over the but that only burned my hospital superintendent told was uneventful and we ar- ity."
continued, "are among the lower tire population. The result is
that the readership of Negro
economic groups."
anyone from entering the bus. back of the seat. The smoke be- throat and did not relieve the us we could not stay in the rived at Shuttlesworth church
suggest- to join some of the members Zwerg is an exchange stuAd, a Washington public re- newspapers in the community is
!One man stood on the steps, came denser and denser, be- coughing. I was burning hot hospital overnight and
bus
staof the other group. That com- dent at
,.yelling, and castling us cowards. coming completely black I and my clothes were a wet ed we go down to the
Fisk university in lations firm specializing in in- approximately one - twentieth
Ed and pletes my report on the GreyA man walked by the side of crouched and figured I was mass. After awhile, Ed and tion! The cars arrived.
Nashville, Tenn., from Beloit terpreting the aims of manage- that of city dailies."
one
and
hound trip.
the bus, slipped a pistol from going to be asphyxiated. Fl- Bert were brought in, choking. I got in the back of
college, who was one of the ment to the Negro community. The greatest percentage of
"Freedom Riders" on a bus studied consumer habits of a those families interviewed sewhich was attacked in Mont- representative sample of 2700 lected television or radio as their
V:41411.1'NOSE SAD Ulf11 'BOYS
gomery, Ala., by segregation- Negro families living in Wash- first choice for information and
VARIED IttRowit4gi
ists. Zwerg was beaten badly ington, One section of the sur- news. "These media." continqou...VAN Diowl igou C.OME
vey analyzing news media re- ued Thompson. "do riot serve
(SE1 ME?
in the melee.
vealed "that not one Negro the vital area of Negro's relentThe resolution said in part: newspaper or magazine ranks as less drive for recognition; eco"Resolved by the members a major source of news or gen- nomic opportunity and political
of the Assembly, that they eral information. Only a small education." A tabulation of prefcommend James Zwerg for percentage of individuals at any erences of news media indicated
his willingness to test the level read Negro newspapers," a "large scale allegiance to one
Americanism assertion that all said Thompson.
radio station and one newsmen are created equal and de- Responses in the survey indi- paper."
plore the fact that it is still ed that monthly magazines were
In conjunction with analyznecessary for man, in this the read equally as often as weekly ing the importance of Negro
United States of America, to newspapers for news and gene- publications as disseminators of
press for equal treatment be- ral information. "This illustrates news, the survey also indicated
cause of the color of one's that Negro newspapers." said the effectiveness of Negro publiski
Thompson. "have not kept cations as tools of advertising
The resolution was intro- abreast of the growing sophisti- when used properly as a media
(or information about economic,
duced by Isaac Coggs, D-Mil- cation of Negroes.
'The study also pointed out social and political progreee.
waukee, a Negro.
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YOU AND I
ARE SOWS
0 HAVE A
SERIOUS
!
TALK

ETTA KETT

By Paul Robinson

et•

YOuP
HEART
THROB
2

LENNIE!--ALL HE
EVER THINKs Aitour
Is CARS!
CARS!!
CARS.'!!

WHAT'S
PHEW f-ANION\
WITH
DID I HAVE A
IT?
DREAM FROM
FAR OUT.!

iiI

IC-

416:

411%4

I'D GET MOPE
ATTENTION IF
I WERE A FUEL
PUMP OP A
STARTER!'

I DREAMED ALL
THE BOYS I KNOW
FORMED A DATE
UNION !!-AND -‹
WENT ON
STRIKE!!

omr

I'LL
litrt 5r-1E
POU'& -ILL
trxCo THE. OfrkErt
NEAR 1tA FeEcR PLNCEEDorl-PuTT1-ke_ 1 wor.v'T Uri* Mó
R546E4i
CoLY-K
%-kokr A:2R Y*.gCoR•exIt- MoktE

TIAPT WOMANMOE_ Trt.E. 91KNo
HOW'S

•

By Swan

THE FLOP FAMILY

TONIGHT'S OUR
ANNIVERSARY'

WE'VE BEEN
DATING THREE

1,050

li-11.5 HEREMOUE_ -r-ter

moNrks

EVEN WINGEY...
ALL NIGHT HE
WALKED BACK
ANC, FORTH IN

•

tiM.,_yAr4,ThEr4o0
,4 - PN1 MA:A4
1
6m
6Orr
tke_ti-tAttC-1'm PliZertlf •51•10
.
‘
I OtOpliT WIETNEt" TP
GAVE Wel4.2-1 US octikise.To
volt Ficig
THEN%
Tow
pL-6A3
eq40
o
c09-Le,u14051,1-emuk-co
MAN A 11191-11-CEIAT'n
pogrfoLD Tii-\e'N To MOIE Fog
00.5%'Tei

-AND NONE OR
THE OTHER BOYS
WOULD CROSS
TI-IE PICKET
LINE!

F1201•Jr 07 OUR
HOUSE!'
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6006
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.11111W

000”
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Try and Stop Me

MERRY MENAGERIE

GLAMOR GIRLS

By Walt Disney

IMP*
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DAILY FORTUNE FIND_R

By BENNETT GERI'

Ti, learn your 'Fortune" for today from the stars, write in the let .•ra
of the alphabet corresponding to the numerals on the line of the as,ro•
logical period in which you were born. You will find it tun.

HORACE GREELEY was a great editor. He also had a
II terrible temper—and a worse handwriting. One day he
wrote a torrid note dismissing from the New York Tribune
a member of the staff
who had fallen down
...AND A LETTER
completely on three big
OP R;COMMENDAT1001
stories in a row.
Greeley didn't see the
culprit again for years,
but he recognized him at
once and mused, "Let's
see, didn't I get mad at
you once and send you
packing?"
"That you did," smiled
the other. "Your letter
blistered my hide off. But
nobody could read it. I
told the next editor I approached that it was the
warmest recommendation you ever had written in your life.
He believed me, gave me a job—and now I own the paper.
I'm really deeply indebted to you. Mr. Greet •
•
•
&river
An ingenious manufacturer of fisherman's supplies is
tieing a now rod that's "guaranteed to get a pike's pique.-
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"No, dear!

You go 'Bow, wow, wow'—not
Ifeeeow'!"
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(Beauty, Swincopation Dazzle, Delight

VSG's Bal De Coton' Enchants Smart, Fashionable Throng
11 (

•
lois=
5-2

t1 •

• THE SYNCOPATING strains of Count Basie's music
within the beautiful modern decor of new McCormick
Place recently provided an enchanting evening for the
thousands of guests who attended the gala benefit Cotton Ball for Provident hospital. Guests arrived as early
as 9:30 p.m. to assure themselves of vantage point seats.
•Merriment and camaraderie reigned from the first
scintallating notes heralded "Bal de Coton Moderne"
official opening at 11 p.m. until the incomparable
Count and his internationally renowned orchestra indiciated 'twas time for "home, sweet home" with his
famous "One O'clock Jump" at 3 a.m.

spot, the feminine contingent and their dapper and
meticulously groomed escorts enjoyed a program of
star-studded entertainment, with stars from radio and
television contributing their talents to make this an
evening unsurpassed in gayety, glamor and conviviality. Sharing the evening's enjoyment were guests
from out-of-town, to further attest to the popularity
of the Volunteer Service Guild banded together for
13 years to render financial aid to Provident hospital.

• SPARKING THE roster of luminaries of the entertainment world was handsome and genial Ray Rayner
currently of Drury Lane renown. Rayner, equally as
• ADDING CHARM and beauty to the magnificent famed in radio and television, shared the spotlight as
atmosphere of the increasingly popular party-giving master of ceremonies with our own Bernadine C.

Washington her usual scintillating self in the commentary role. Captivating with their skill and terpsichorean artistry were the Carmencita Romero dance
group and enchanting with his vocal artistry was
Count Basie's new singing find, handsome Ocie Smith.
Paced by a Provident hospital's affable executive director, Clyde L. Reynolds and its "First Lady," Mrs.
Mary Reynolds, the hospital stamp of approval was
shown by representatives from its medical and other
professional staff personnel.
• A CHERISHED momento is the letter (center photo)
of congratualtions "on behalf of the President" of the
United States. Guild member earning the title of
"Miss VSG" for reporting the most money for tickets

and ad sales is petite and pert Gwendolyn King, financial secretary. This glamorous bevy posing with
Reynolds and Count Basie, includes (from left) Rose
Hawkins, Eutopia Morsell Simmons, Willa Grimes,
Betty Cosey, Lois Gladney Hall, Ophelia Fields, presentation chairman; Gloria Roberts, Velver Murphy,
Miss King, Connie Ross, Mildred Powell, Beryl Cosey,
Cotton Ball co-chairman; Ethel Cooper, president;
Helen Miller, Cotton Ball chairman; Mary Garden
Williams, Earl Dean Gray, publicity; Marcella Pride,
Bernice Murray, Mary Gunn, Thallis Jordan, ticket
chairman; Mary Gillette, decorations; Charlene Davenport, flowers; Delores Hobbs, Velma Crowe, social
chairman; Anne Freerhan, entertainment and Marcella
Fouche.

THE WHITE
IHH:SE
WASHINGTON

May 10. 1961

On behalf of the
President I wish to extend
congratulations to the Volunteer
Service
Guild. You are to be
commended for your
efforts in raising funds for
the Provident
Hospital, and I wish you every
success in
your work.

•

Sincerely,
‘
41 ;
0
41411
Hankie L. Wofford
Special Assistant
to the President

(
ORG/
0
lg. it-PM co
•••( t
P.C •
AIRMAIL

• THE COUNT at the piano is surrounded by "Miss VSG" Gwendolyn King, Ethel Cooper, president; Mildred Powell, vice president;
Helen Miller, Cotton Ball chairman; and Beryl Cosey, co-chairman.

1141notoor Sorvioe
Guild
Provident Hospital
4a6 Hest Pifty-Piret Street
°Ideas* 15, Illinois•

• EM-CEE RAY RAYNER and beauteous bevy of VSG members
(from left) Eutopia Morsell Simmons, Cotton Ball chairman, Helen
Miller, Earl Dean Gray, who was in charge of publicity for affair and
Ann Freeman, entertainment chairman.

24 23 21
X Y
5 4

•

P

5
5 18

5 19

•

.V
green they are (front left) Priscilla Thompson, business manager;
k.DELOVELY DARLINGS, who recently made their debut in (
lom's circles as The Diors were charming Junior Hostesses during Eloise Robinson, Norma Maldonado, sergeant-at-arms; Vera Jeffreys,
resplendent social interlude. Gowned in after-five gowns of soft Donna Mullins, secretary and Grace Fair, president. Dior not shown;
Theresa Fletcher.

• SENSATIONAL SINGING star Ocie Smith held his audience
captive with his vocalizing. Handsome Latin-type vocalist with the
Count Basie aggregation has won many and influenced still more
'with his distinct singing style and graciousness. (Photos Lyles and
John L. Tweedle; legends by Earl Dean Gray).
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All-Time Favorite
A Turkey Sandwich

SATURDAY, JUNE 3, 1961

!Z
11AT

25th Wedding
Mark For
The Hortons

The silver wedding anniverTURKEY FESTIVAL
she finds spare moments to
sary of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Turkey Festival, a sandwich devote to one of her major in.
L.
Horton of 951 S. Parkway
with the favorite foods of fall terests—food. She's constantly
East was celebrated by the
and bright colors of spring, has looking for new ideas, adapting
couple repeating the nuptial
been selected one of the Twenty old ones, and trying out new
vows they exchanged 25 years
Best Sandwiches of the Year in foods. Her wide range of inago in Marion, Ark. The vows
the sixth annual National Sand. terests includes reading, at.
were repeated before Rev. P.
wich Idea Contest.
,tending ballets and musical at.
L. Rowe, pastor of First BapThe Sandwich Contest win-a tractions, sewing, traveling and
tist Church-Chelsea, where the
ners were announced today as education. Her enthusiasm for
couple are members.
the National Restaurant As. education is directed at attract
Immediately after the vows
sociation Food Show at Mc- ing students to home economics
exchanging, more than 200
Cormick Place. Mrs. Jean Par- careers, especially dieteics, and
guests attending a reception in
sons Bundy from Wood River, teaching nutrition to expectant
the couples home from 7 to
Illinois, is the originator of parents.
10 p.m. A family dinner was
Turkey Festival—one of twenty From: Wheat Flour Institute
held at mid-day Friday.
finalists in the contest spon- 309 West Jackson blvd., ChiHorton first met the girl he
sored each year by the NRA cago 8.1111nois Telephone:
later married while visiting a
and the Wheat Flour Institute. HArrison 7-7744 Margot
girl
friend of his wife who was
Turkey Festival is as color- Copeland or Dorothy Marston
the former Miss Margaret Tenful in appearance as its name This is one of the 20 Best
ort of Jackson, Miss., who came
suggests. Roast turkey slices Sandwiches of 1961, selected
to Memphis, to visit, Miss
placed on fresh enriched by the Department of Hotel
Gertie Mae Norment about 28 THEY RENEWED their vows
bread or crisp toast, are spread and Restaurant Management,
during their 25th wedding an.
years ago.
with a cranberry-orange relish. Florida State University, TetteHorton was widower at the niversary. Mr. and Mrs. HowLettuce leaves add a bit of hassee, Florida, in the food
time. He and his first wife had ard L. Horton, 951 S. Park.
green. Cream cheese, spread on service industry contest, soonchildren whom the pres- way East, right, appeared as
three
the bread slices or piped around hassee, Florida, in the food
ent
Mrs.
Horton help rear. In happy as a bride and bride.
the cranberry layer, is the sponsored by the Wheat Flour ETHELYN L.
HURST plans ton high school. Tenort is the meantime she gave birth to groom at the celebration. At
finishing touch.
the right are Mr. and Mrs.
Institute and the National a June wedding to John A. the son of Mr. and Mrs. Leo two children, Eric
Horton, 9,
PANEL
Calvin Morment who were at.
Restaurant Association.
T•n or 5. This engagement Tenon of Chicago. Ill. Wed- and Margaret Ann, 5.
This sandwich had a taste- sored -r- Ha... ?
was announced by Mr. and ding will be June 11 at First 1 Horton's other children are, tendants at the re.dedication
tasting panel all its own beTURKEY FESTIVAL
Mrs. Frank C. Hurst of 483 Baptist Church Lauderdale. 1Mrs. Adrienne Seay of 845 N. ceremony. Also witnessing it
fore Mrs. Bundy entered it in 2 cups fresh or frosen cranLucy ave. Ethelyn and her The pair plan to make their ,Bellevue; Howard Horton, jr., were the Hortons' daughter,
the contest. Mrs. Bundy is a berries
Margaret Ann; and son, Erie
husband-to-be are both gradhome in Chicago.
of Chicago and the late Miss Horton.
dietitian at the Wood River I apple. pared and cored
uates of Booker T. WashingBeverly Horton.
Township hospital. She and her 1 orange. seeded, but not
tion from major Negro woassociates discussed ideas for peeled
men's organizations and presimaking Positions.
new and different sandwiches 1 cup sugar
"Yet there is an excellent dents of Negro colleges, reand came up with several, in- 12 slices enriched white
womanpower potential among ceived over 1300 responses
cluding Turkey Festival. Mrs. bread or toast
the 157,000 Negro woman col- from women interested in
Bundy then made the Turkey 6 slices baked breast of
lege graduates in this coun- serving the government.
Festival and served it to a lurks)
,(12 ounces)
Among the 1300 were aptry. In fact, among all Negro
panel of hospital employees.
Salt
The American Council on from which came the 40 names. college graduates in this coun- proximately 300 college senA graduate of the University 12 lettuce leaves
Human Rights recently sub- The names were presented try, approximately 54 per cent iors interested in the Peace
of Wichita in Wichita, Kansas, I II-ounce package cream
mitted to President Kennedy to Presidential Aides Frank of them are Negro women.
Corps.
Mrs. Bundy continued her cheese
a list of 40 distinguished Ne- D. Reeves and Louis Martin "A higher proportion of
Upon completion of biotraining after college and com- 3 tablespoons milk
gro women considered by by Dr. Noble, Dr. Marjorie H. these women are gainfully em- graphical data the entire list
pleted a one-year postgraduate Butter or margarine, softenACHR as qualified to serve Parker, president of ACHR and ployed than are white women. will be forwarded to the Adcourse for dietitians at Johns ed. Grind cranberries,
apple the government in policy-mak- of Alpha Kappa Alpha soror- Furthermore, the extent of ministration. Meanwhil e,
Hopkins hosiptal in Baltimore. and orange together.
Add su- ing positions.
ity.
their influence and involve- ACHR endorsed the advance
She also donned the Army gar and allow to chill
for 24
green for two years to serve as hours. Drain juice from cran- The only name on the list In a statement accompany- ment in organizations and 40 names as "an immediate
an Army dietitian in the Medi-terry mixture. Trim
recommended for a specific ing the list, ACHR said: "Rec- community life in the Negro source for appointments."
crusts,
ognizing that these are early community is without equal. ACHR comprises five nacal Department.
tfrom bread or toast. Spread'post was that of Mrs. Mar- days in the appointment of
in- They have historically earned tional public service sororities
Mrs. Bundy and her hus- with butter or margarine.
Place jorie McKenzie Lawson of dividuals, ACHR is, neverthe- the right to be partners on the representing 80,000 college
band, Dick, have two small 1 slice turkey on 6
slices. Washington, D. C., who was less, disappointed in the fact new frontier."
women. It coordinates efforts
children who manage to fill Sprinkle with salt. Top
President Kennedy's campaign
with
that very few Negro women The New York university in the area of political and
advisor on Negro matters.
most of her time. Nonetheless, 1-4 cup cranberry mixture
and
have been placed in policy research team, with coopera- social action.
spread to cover turkey. Cover ACHR urged that she be
Wire Preservers
with lettuce leaves.* Combine appointed to the U.S. Federal
cream cheese and milk and District court in Washington,
blend thoroughly. Spread D. C. because, "she is emicheese mixture on remaining nently qualified, arid because
bread slices and close sand- President Kennedy has promised to appoint a Negro to a
wiches. Cut into triangles.
Federal judgeship."
Makes 6 sandwiches.
*To serve open-face, pipe the Dr. Jeanne L. Noble, presicream cheese around the edge dent of Delta Sigma Theta,
of the cranberry-turkey layer directed compilation of the list
with a pastry tube instead of at New York University's censpreading cream cheese on ter of Human Relations, comDoe furniture easily by donning a
toast. Place lettuce leaves on missioned by ACHR to direct
pair Of deem cotton glows. then
rubbing your hands over pieces.
remaining bread slices.
the womanpower talent search

ACHR Recommends 40
Women To President

Local Farmers Aroused Over
National Living Cost Rise
Members of the Illinois Agri- "Some of the provisions of the
William J. Kuhfuss. a Mackicultural Association held a meet- bill are: "whenever the Secre-, new farmer and president of
ing in the Sherman hotel Fri- lazy of Agriculture deemed Sc- the Illinois Agricultural Associday to discuss the current Om- tion necessary. he may select a ation said, "farmers are familiar
nibus Farm Bill which was in- National Farmers
Advisory with their land and should be
troduced in the U.S. Senate and Committee for any commodity given an opportunity to grow
House of Representatives re- or group of commodities."
what they think is best."
cently.
"The committeemen must "We want freedom in agriOfficials voiced opposition toi derive 60 per cent of their gross culture." said Kuhfuss. "Govgovernment control over farm Income from farming and be ernment controls and price supproduction. It was charged the I producers of the commodity in- ports tends to deprive the inOmnibus Bill, referred to as the volved. The Secretary could hold dividual farmer of this freedom
"Cochrane-Freeman Bill," was conferences with them but they as per the Omnibus Farm Bill,"
unfair to farmers.
would have no authority."
according to Kuhfuss.
According to the association,
price support and government;
control over our nation's farmers have resulted in rising costs
in consumer food prices. This
cost is passed on to housewives
in marketing values.
OYSTER SPECIAL
master of his kitchen as well The emaciation said there is
From the heart of the sea.as his own best critic. He likes a 15 months supply of wheat on
comes the Oyster Special Sand- to experiment with food, try hand in government warehouses.
wich, one of the Twenty Best new ideas and concoct new With over production of certain
nation's top sandwiches, dis- dishes. He is also eager to en- food by farmers today, the ascovered in the National Sand- courage young people to make sociation said, they do not beSandwiches of the Year. The careers in the food and restau- lieve the nation will run out of
wich Idea Contest, were an- rant business.
food by 1975 due to population
nounced today at the Nationall From: Wheat Flour Institute growth.
Restaurant Association Food I 309 West Jackson blvd., ChiThe final provision of the
Show.
cago 8, Illinois, Telephone: program states "the Commodity
The prize-winning Oyster HArrison 7 - 7 7 4 4, Margot Credit Corporation could not sell
Special was created by George Copeland or Dorothy Marston surplus commodities on the doSteffey of Portland. Oregon, to
mestic market for less than 125
This is one of the 20 Best per
cent of the current support
"bring the oyster and the sandSandwiches
of
1961.
selected
leved, plus reasonable carrying
wich together at last." The reby
the
Wheat
Flour
Institute
charges.
Surplus commodities
sult is well worth waiting for.
To prepare the sandwich, Stet- by the Department of Hotel and could be used for payments in
fey blends sour cream, lemon Restaurant Management, Flori- kind and for disposal in foreign
juice, onion, pimiento, A-1 da State. University, Tallahas. countries."
sauce and Tabasco sauce for a ".eee, Florida, in the food serv- O. I). Brissenden is assistant
creamy topping. He then cooks ice industry, contest, sponsored to the president of the IAA. The
and the
Restaurant program was endorsed by the
the oysters lightly in butter. AssociationNational
.
Cook County Farm Bureau,
On slices of toasted French
headed by Melvin Hayenga, secOYSTER SPECIAL
bread brushed with garlic butretary.
ter, Steffey arranges the oysters 1-3 cup lemon juice
,
and covers them generously 1-2 cup dairy sour cream
1 tablespoon minced onion
with the sour cream sauce.
Steffey is now eligible to wini 1 tablespoon chopped Pimione of the three prizes in the ento
Sandwich Contest. First prize 1-4 tablespoon A / sauce
Is • gourmet trip through Eu- 1-4 teaspoon Tabasco sauce
rope, plus $500. All three top 3-4 teaspoon salt
winners will receive an ex- I 4 teaspoon pepper
pense-paid trip to New York 18 to 24 large oysters
City in July for the coronation Butter or margarine
of the Sandwich King or .Queen.1 1 cup garlic butter, melted
This is the sixth annual Sand-, 6 slices enriched French
wich Contest, sponsored by the bread, I -inch thick
NRA and the Wheat Flour In..! Parsley for garnish
Blend together sour cream,
stitute.
st HONE is see sew application'
Steffey is manager of Ire-lemon juice, onion, pimiento,
You
can have natural-looking straight
fand's Mart restaurant in Port-1 A-1 sauce, Tabasco sauce, salt hair the safe. eery SILKY TRATE
land. After working hours, he and pepper. Cook oysters in a way. Your hair stays otraight for
won't go back ovrn when
hen a number of interests that small amount of butter or mar- wonting,
wet. gamy-to-follow directions for
keep him busy. One favorite garine until edges curl. Toast prof...Weida-like moult&
is swimming, and he also en-bread slices and brush with gar- FOR WOMEN: G•nne Strength
joys instructing others how tole' butter. Place 3 to 4 oysters CON MEN, ft"„1., st,„,,th
swim. Steffey is active in the',on top of each slice. Spoon a
$125
YMCA and especially likes generous portion of the sour ea.. st to oia, se • Will, Nemo.,
working with children a n dicream mixture over each sand
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
,wich. Garnish with parsley
handicapped people.
in every package
Steffey
is
thelMakes
sandwiches.
bachelor,
6
a
As
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FOR THE BEST IN
Furniture & Appliances

SEE YOUR

NORGE REPRESENTATIVE
Norge
Freezers
$

Norge
Washers

199's

$ 99"

Fedders Air
Conditioners

Norge
Refrigerators

$ 188"

91
$ 1 :6;

Larry (The Kid) Risby
With

The

JOHNSON FURNITURE-APPLIANCES
937 S. Cooper St.
BR. 6-3986 - BR. 4-0111

etee & ,e00edutthe,
Annual Diamond Sale
Every Diamond In Stock Reduced

Save 1.Alt 410 Ap 48%
Mi

D,sn,o'oio

For That Special
Sandwich: Oyster

\With Any Diamond
of $100 or More
vicefoe r
!ice
, 4 iii the lovely
Rose

Vs Corot
_ Weddleg 5.5
1lDleds

Reg. $139

pattern.

1/2 Carat Of Diamonds
Superbly crafted creations glow with brilliant diamonds.
$9430 Up Te 2 Mars
Diereowe
Ta Pea
We Pries

FREE!

1 Carat

SIMULATED
PEARLS
1 Corot
Poesy Egg
• 19 Diomeadt

1 Corot
MOWS eke
7 Diarnends

TO ANY ADULT COMING INTO
ANY PEREL R LOWENSTEIN
STORE TO COMPARE THESE
GREAT DIAMOND VALUES

$231"

Rep. $75

1/4 Carat of Diamonds!
total weights of vs carat.1
Blattng diamonds
wtth
14-Irt white or yellow gold settings.
lIp Ye t rears
Dionteed
To Pay
Sete Prise

$5735

2 YEARS
TO PAY

Fabulous

STRAIGHTEN
YOUR HAIR

-

•

Peheloirs .ggi
Erldisi Set
• Dienisials
-- -

Palsoloos 18
Weddle,
Trio

Pobeises 'Er
Prince's Mee
1 g DieettiatIs

Rog. $50 Fabulous "50 Diamonds
One of our greatest offerings. Diamonds blazing
with beauty set in 14 karat white or yellow gold
mountings. Diamond sale priced at only
Up To 2 Years To Pay

'40"

If Your Blasco Is
_U_p_ts,=Is50
660 to $76
$100 to $125
$200
6250 to $300

$450 to WO
$60
-15—
$600-3700"
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MILK IS THE MOST
Did you know that milk is Born at E. H. Crump
Son, Dennis to Mr and Mn.
hotadal Joseph White of 2967 Broad,
not only our most nearly per- May 12
iCommencement
began
May 17
Ramon Howard of 376 Simpson.
at ent. Had the pleasure of meetLone college for the 61 mem- ing Mrs. Ewing, mother of Stufect food, but it is also our Son, Cedric, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Eric to Mr. and Mrs.
hers of the graduating class on dent Council President, Herman
most economical and most ver- Tommy Cunningham of 128 Robert Williams of 1310 Gaith- Frank Dodson of 413 Vance,
Friday, May 19 in the College Hewing from Little Rock, Ark.,
er.
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and
satile
food? One serving of Cedar.
Chapel with Class Day. Awards Rev. and Mrs. Sells from Mass,
Son, James to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Hobson of 1832 Kenmilk (one cup) costs about six Son, Maxie, to Mr. and Mrs. James Cade of 852 E. McLe- ner cir.
were presented to honorees on Rev. and Mrs. Kemp of Chi-,
Masharne Hardy of 659 ProFriday night at the annual cago and Rev. and Mrs. J. L.
cents. This one cup of 'milk supmore.
Soe,
to Mr. and Mrs.
vi e.
plies the following percentage
awards program. Saturday at Pickens of Winston-Salem, N.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Geoige Mason ef 229 'lreenlaw.
of our daily allowance of these Son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs. A. Guy of 678 Whilehaven
noon was the pilgrimage to the C. While in Jackson, Rev. and
Dam:liter, J :MIR to Mr and
grave of the founder, Bishop Mrs. Pickens along with Mrs.
important nutrients — twelve'Leroy Thomas of 1810 Kerr. Lane.
Mrs. Lori L. Johnsen .f 394 S.
per cent of our protein, thirty- May 13
Issac Lane with Alumni ban- Penn, Dean of Women at the
Daughter, Doris to Mr. and lOrleans.
six per cent of our calcium and Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Howard Rodgers of 253 I May 19
quet and business session on college were dinner guests of
twenty-five per cent of our William Ford of 231 Silverage. Ingram.
Saturday at 7 p.m.
* Daughter, Carolyn to Mi. and
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bond on,
May 14
riboflavin.
Daughter, Rosaline to Mr. Mrs. Robert Sallis of 1410 PasSpeaker for the occasion was Middleton street. They were I
For comparison, a serving of Daughter, Stephany, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Johnson of ha.
Prof. F. T. Jeans, financial here to witness the exercises of
bacon, also, costs about six and Mrs. James Jones of 1879 353 Silverage.
Son, Anthony to Mr. and
Secy. of the CME church. Pre- which their daughter, Corrye,
cents, and it supplies the fol- Blair Hunt.
Son, Terrell to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Willie L. Patrick.
siding was Mrs. Edna White, was a graduate.
lowing amount of our daily al- Daughter, Lorner, to Mr. and Tommie Robertson of 62 W
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
local alumni president. Honor- At Merry, Friday began the
lowance of the same nutrients Mrs. Daniel Taylor of 3560 F ay.
Julius Day of 110 Modder.
ed classes were '21, '31, '41 and official commencement eaten
—six per cent of our protein, Millard rd.
May 18
Son, Terry to Mr. and Mrs.
'51. Dr. Luther Polk who was dar with the "M" club Athletic
no calcium and three per cent May 15
Daughter, Bobbie to Mr. and ,Robert Johnson of 660 Fireto represent the class of '21 Banquet in the school cafeteria
of the riboflavin.
Daughter, Madeleine, to Mr. Mrs. Calvin Spearman of 131 stone.
could not be present. Mrs. M. Speaker was Rev. M. C. Merrio
Milk is versatile because it and Mrs. Ousley Perkins, jr., W. Crump.
Son, Leotha to Mr. and Mrs.
K. Smith represented the class wether of Birmingham. Ala..I
can be purchased in so many of 288 Carbon rd.
Son, Martin to Mr. and Mrs. Letitlia Williams of 229 Leath.
of '31, S. W. Beasley, the class class of 1921. Words of enforms. There is a type or form May 16
Mathes Rosser of 1060 Cella. Daughter, Judy to Mr. and
of '41 and Mrs. Mae Cheairs, couragement were also given
of milk to suit every taste and Daughter, Tonia, to Mr. and Son, Dwayne to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Julius Walker of 660 Firethe class of '51. Also return- by Clinton Gray, Coach at Bo
need. Let's get acquainted with Mrs. Raymond Tiller of 3116 Willie B. Shields of 114 W. Day- stone.
hg for the first time since his high school in Clarksville who
ant.
Son, Andrew to Mr. and
NATURAL ELEGANCE from when worn over the feather- milk.
Alta rd.
iraduation was Jasper Burton, is a Merry grad.
Fortified milk contains added May 17
Son, Johnny to Mr. and Mrs Mrs. Preston Benton of 756
Vesper Services for the 118 the skin out is the fashion weight "Viva!" longleg pantie
glass of '41.
amounts
Johnny
of vitamin D, helps Daughter, Maritha, to Mr.
Ray of 1120 Cella.
David.
! Honored also at the banquet graduates was Sunday after- philosophy of designer Emi- girdle and delicate imported
prevent rickets in children.
and Mrs. Thomas Jennings of
Were Mesdams Mary Williams, noon with Rev. J. A. Calloway, lio Pucci, recent winner of cotton voile bandeau bra.
Homogenized
milk
is
whole
the coveted Sporting Look The foundation wear. created
295 Peeblies rd.
Gussye Adams, and Essie M. pastor of Christ Temple church
milk which has been processed Daughter, Gertrude, to Mr,
Perry as presentations of Lan- in Jackson delivering the ser- Award given annually by on the theory of "natural conmechanically
to
break
up
the
and Jerius Pratcher of 1964
ites "the official annual" which mon. Awards Day for under- Sports Illustrated. The print tour," is designed by Pucci butter fat
into small particles, Gloria cr.
was dedicated to the three classmen was neld on Monday silk jersey pull-over with for the Formfit Designer's and
disperse
them
permanentMay 13
charming women, were made. and Miss Bernice McKinney is matching pants and boots ful- Collection,
ly throughout the milk. Homo- Born at John Gaston hospital'
4U three have given vintir- to be commended for receiving fills its youthful intentions
genized
milk
differs
from
whole
Son, Irvin, to Mr. and Mrs
ipg efficient service to Lane. the highest number of awards
milk in that there is no cream Eddie White of 1970 Kansas,
which was six. She is an 11th
Mrs. Edna Cawthorn pre- grade student.
separation.
Daughter, Venetia, to Mr. and
*nted the 1961 class which was Commencement proper was
Whole milk contains at least Mrs. Eddie Miller of 849 Imaccepted
by
the
National held on Wednesday evening and
3.25 per cent butterfat. All perial.
Alumni president. Atty. Don- the senior receiving the most
whole milk on the Memphis Daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and'
ald Hollowell of Atlanta, Ga., awards was Patricia Hampton.
market has been pastuerized. Mrs. St. Clair Bradley of 223
who also conducted the busi- Jacque Carolyn Cole received
Skim milk is milk from L. Pauline Cir, W.,
ness session. The same officers the Perfect Attendarioe Award
which most of the cream has Daughter, Lebeta, to Mr. and
Musing: In all this world, we friends. but he is nice. A tew
were re-elected for another for not having missed a day in
Romance in fashion is more the same principle of natural been removed. Unless vitamin Mrs. Robert H. Lewis of 495
are having troubles due to gen- days ago, he stopped talking to
&'ear.
A is added, skim milk contains Wicks,
school the four years she at- therapeutic than tranquilizers contour.
conditions,
individual me. I'd like to know if the
▪ Baccalaureate Services were tended Merry.
in relieving the tensions of Pucci bras and girdles are less of this vitamin than whole Son, M. C., to Mr. and Mrs. eral
milk because the vitamin A in M. C. McClinton of 129 Gaines troubles, such as reverses in cause is something I did or not.
Sunday at 11:00 a.m. with Rev. Thus, another phase of life women caught in the stress of
businesses or family difficul- He avoids rise. I hate to lose a
not inexpensive — a simple milk is in the butterfat. NutriR. L. Calhoun, class of 1942 has ended for these students modern life.
Alley.
delivering the message. Rev. but in reality, they are just This is the principle on bra, for example, may cost tionally, skim milk differs from Son. Kenneth, to Mr. and ties. We realize that any of friend, especially if it is my
these difficulties leave people fault. Should I just leave it
Calhoun is now pastor of Wil- beginning. May we wish for which successful fashion de- $8.95 — but they fulfill the whole milk in calories and Mrs. Cears L. Sanders of 381
with a sense of defeat. But alone? Ann
lItims Institutional CME church them all success and happiness sign is based today, says need of women who insist on vitamin A content.
Driver.
never forget God is our refuge
Dear Ann: Yes, leave the matis, New York City. The Com- in their chosen occupations.
Emilio Pucci, winner of the a look of uncontrived ele- Cultured buttermilk is made Son, Bobby to Mr. and Mrs. and strength and a very present ter alone for a while. Keep on
from skim milk to which a l Larry C. Rowsey of 928 Mosmencement address was deliv- Vacationers have begun to Spor t's Illustrated Sporting
help
in trouble.
being pleasant and friendly. I
special culture has been added. by.
ered Monday at 10 a.m. by leave town already. Departing Look Design Award. Winner gance.
Dear Mrs. Watson: One of my feel that the boy is probably inLatest of the Pucci creations The nutriment is the same as Daughter, Deller. to Mr. and friends is trying to take my boy terested in
Bishop E. P. Murchison of the for Chicago, Ill., this weekend of the award is selected by
somebody else. You
Fifth Episcopal District of the are Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell vote of fashion editors and re- are a longleg pantie of Lycra that of skim milk.
Mrs. Jim Thomas of 1591 War- friend away from me. Should I would probably remember if you
Chocolate milk is whole milk ford.
CME church. During the pro- who will attend the affairs of tail fashion executives.
like the other boys that like me had done something to make
powernet and a bandeau bra
to which a chocolate syrup has Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur or should I continue to
gram Alumni Certificates were The Chicagoans.
like this him angry. lust chalk this one
Pucci, first non-American to of imported cotton voile. The been added. Chocolate milk
presented to the following for Your scribe, husband, doughSimmons of 1970 Kansas,
boy and see the results? up to experience and don't fret
win the honor, will accept the pantie is a waistline garment drink is a skim milk or partialin
their
outstanding service
Son, Maurice. to Mr. and
ter and Mrs. Odessa Beck are gold trophy June 8 at a banover it.
with ingenious darted back ly skimmed milk similiary Mrs. Robert L. Johnson of 370 Troubled.
chosen fields: Mrs. Viola Flow- journeying to Zebulon, N. C.,
Dear Troubled: Do both. Like
quet in New York.
reinforced flavored.
a
n
d
construction
Edu'21.
Music
class
of
ers,
S. Lauderdale,
his weekend where Mr. Henry On this visit to the United
everybody. I feel that you are DISNEY LAUDED
front panel which extends its These are only a few forms May 14
cation; Mr. S. W. Beasley, class Cooke, father of J. A. and sisa little young to think you own HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — The
States, Pucci, the only cou- effortless control along the of milk, there are more than
Daughter, Juanita, to Mr. and somebody else . . . that one boy Very Rev. Msgr. Thomas F.
ot '41 in Education and Rev, ter and family will be visited.
turier to design for .women thigh.
fifteen. But space will not per- Mrs. Tommy Watkins of 2671 is your exclusive property. Let Little. executive secretary of the
Caldhoun, class of '42 in Re- If sou have news to report ernfrom the skin out, will per- The "Viva!" bandeau bra is mit our discussing them, espeCarnes.
your girl friend have him. You National Legion of Decency,
ci
tc call it in at my home. sonally show buyers the new
a deceptively simple creation cially since we want to give Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Julius start going with others. If the praised Walt Disney's type of
to
rethere
Many out of towners and Someone will be
Formfit Designer's Collection with wide spaced straps and you the recipe for one of our
Greer of 1349 N. Decatur,
boy really likes you. he'll come film entertainment at a lunchparents of graduates were pres- ceive it.
of foundationwear.
a crossed ribbon device be- favorite milk drinks.
Daughter. Renice, to Mr. and back; and if he does not come eon here .
provides
This
cups.
the
tween
BETTER THAN MEDICINE
RAINBOW MILK DRINK
Mrs. Lewis Moore of 1423 Hem- back, and you have not gone out He tild Disney: "Those pasWhen Pucci declares that comfortable bal ance while 1 pint lime, orange. lemon or lock.
with any one else, you will be tures turned out by you and
silrounding
the
and
lifting
romance in fashion is theraraspberry sherbert •
your studio are wholly acceptSon, Kenneth, to Mr. and mighty lonesome.
appliques
rose
Tiny
houette.
peutic, he means women can
I quart cold milk
Mrs. John W. Gayden of 903 Dear Mrs. Watson: There is able for and have proven highly
Morning Star Baptist church 3-50. Delegate elected was J. become themselves — "know of sheer orgapdy on the cups Few drops vanilla flavoring Edith,
a boy whom I used to be friends entertaining to all members of
heirm
its
.elves as women" — only are a final Polcci touch of ele- Soften sherbert in pitcher, May 15
shown many courtesies On every family in the land."
observed its Annual Woman's C. House. Alternates were D. stp
in
clothes
that
have
a
romantic
juice container or bowl. Blend Daughter, Debbie to Mr. and
jaay Sunday, May 21, 1961, The H. Tuggle, Mesdames Addie
in milk with a spoon or rotary Mrs. Guy Wright of 1778 Keltttieme for the day was, "Worn- Roe and Nelda Williams.
"There can be no doubt in
beater until sherbert is melted ner cir.
ti-Hope For Hopeless Days." The Gloxinia Art and Gar- the tension of modern times RUM BOAT
and thoroughly combined with . Daughter, Gladys to Mr. and
At the eleven o'clock hour— denclub held its May meeting that a woman's role is still HOLLYWOOD — Warner milk.
Add a few drops of va- Mrs. Wesley Young of 712
Mrs. Erma -Niles a member of in the home of Mr. and Mrs. feminine. And she must dress Bros. hired a professional ship- nilla flavoring.
Serve in chilled Hernando,
rigging firm to outfit a 60-foot
Morning Star delivered the ad- Colvin Farmer with Mrs. Farm- the reart," he says.
glasses.
Daughter, Jennifer to Mr.
dress. Mrs. Jones used the er and Mrs. Carolyn Garrett This coupiing of romance rum running schooner of t h e
For other good summertime and Mrs. Willie Thomas of 1586
theme for her subject. She was hostesses, Mrs. Erma Jones con- with naturalness and simplic- 1920's for "Right Off the Boat." recipes write
for our booklet Barton.
introduced by Mrs. L. B. ducted a very beautiful devo- ity is the Pucci aim in all his a two part drama in the "Roar"Dairy Cook Book." Simply Daughter, Brenda to Mr.
Croom. Music for the morning tion. The business was presided designs including foundation- ing 20's" series. The cast in- send a card to Memphis Dairy
and Vance Cole of 1210 Keel.
worship was furnished by the over by President, Mrs. Jen- wear creations.
cludes Rex Reason, Donald May Council, 135 North Pauline, Son, Monti to Mr. and Mrs.
ladies of Morning Star.
nie Vanoe. Mesdames Jennie Under the banner of the
Memphis 5, Tennessee.
David Quarles of 445 Dixie.
At three o'clock the special Vance and Drucilla Tuggle Formfit company, one of the and Dorothy Provine.
"A Guide To Good Eating," May 16
HENDRICKS
program was rendered. Mrs. were elected delegates to the world's largest manufacturers LAMBERT,
and Ross one of the most ex- is a service provided for the Son, Lee, to Mr. and Mrs.
Stile M. Ellison introduced the State Federation of Colored of foundationwear, Pucci inciting acts in show busness readers of the Tri-State De- Lee D. Dortch of 583 S. Parkmistress of ceremony, Mrs. Women's clubs which will con- troduced the original "Viva!"
co-stars with Count Bogie on fender through the cooperation way.
Jewell Ridley, Lane Chapel vene in Columbia, Tenn., in pantie girdle in 1958. The
stage at Tivoli theatre today of the Memphis Dairy Coun- Daughter, Celester to Mr. and
Ask ME church. Devotion was con- June. A tasty menu was serv- "Viva!" was an instant suc- through Thursday night. Redd cil. Mrs. Williams is a teach- Mrs. Herbert Brown of 29 W.
elinUcted by Mrs. Irene Thomas, ed by the hostesses. The June cess with women on both con- Foxx and several others ap- er of Home Economics at Lucca.
$t. James Baptist; welcome, meeting will be in Dyer, Tenn. tinents endorsing the idea of pear in the Tivoli stagebill.
Manassas high school.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Louise Croom; Response, The members are still taking an undergarment which firmed
Ralph Thompson of 1776 Euyour scribe (Cottrell Thomas, applications from flower grow- like a new skin rather than
clid.
Lane Chapel 1). Acknowledge- ers for our "Yard of the Month compressing natural body
Son, Calvin to Mr. and Mrs.
ment Mrs. 011ie R. Farmer.
Project.v We will begin judg- lines.
Beinily .Over platmi fee
.' Introduction of Speaker, Mrs. ing yards in June.
YOUTHFUL LOOK
looting beauty. Coarmae.1
Jennie Vance, Hurnboldt and The Ladies Auxiliary of Lee- The "Viva!" provided the
lasserho unlosatsusasbip.
First Baptist, Brownsville. Ad- Wilkins Post No. 134 met re- youthful, "ungirdled" look defliess, Mrs. B. J. Baskni, St. cently in the home of Mrs. Ler- manded by Pucci's weightless
)
.01-1n Baptist, Memphis. Solo, lia
Cunningham. Presidant, silk jersey dresses, slim stretch
Mrs. Shirley Poston. The Lad- Mrs. Louise Cooper rs
slacks and fine silk shirts.
ies of Morning Star, St. James over the business. Mrs. Eva Today the Designer's ColBaptist and Lane Chapel CME Moody chairman of Poppy Sales lection by Formfit is sold all
hhurches made up the mam- announced the Poppy Sale, May over the world and boasts
moth chorus and furnished mu- 27th.
many variations of the "Viva!"
sic for the afternoon services Miss Mary Jo Bonds, a stu- pantie as well as a complete
Johnson
with Mesdames Enid
dent of Stigall high and daugh- line of brassieres created on
organist and Carrie Jones, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
pianist with Mrs. Carolyn Gar- Bonds was selected to attend
rett, directress.
All Girls State at A Sz I State
Mrs. Baskin used as her sub- university. Miss Bonds is an
and
Ject "God's Promises
active member of Lane Chapel
Price." She kept her audience CME church. She Is secretary
charm,
poise
'attention with her
of the Sunday school, a posiWith Exclusive New
and grace as she delivered her tion she has held for five years,
women
the
TRIPLE-FILTER
She
told
gaa 'address.
she is president of the Junior
'7 that God has promised a rich choir and serves on the Junior
with
work
those
who
for
reward
traps limps 'traps
Usher Board. Girls State confaith, virtue, temperance, nab. venes in June.
...dust ordinarily blown
ence, Godliness, brotherliness, Mrs. Cunningham
reback into your rooms!
kindness and love.
freshments.
Refreshments were served on
Sandi:salt DUST SAG
•(house saa. set or accessories
Impregnated with
:tbe lawn of the church follow• Clip-On tools
germ fighter to inhibit
:an the worship. Mrs. Lena Bell
• full swiveling hose connection
bacteria growth!
;Reid was general Women's
• Unbreakable nylon hos•
OVER I M.P. 5101051
iDay chairman. Rev. W. A.
• Power adjuster
—Peenerftd, efficient
'Owens is pastor of Morning
DON'T DOUBLE CROSS
i$tar.
By WILLIAM H. HUFF
The third Quarterly Confer- had a pal
I
sference was held at Lane Chap- Who had a gal
vel CME church, Sunday and Who Was in love with me
For 10 Day Home Trial
!Monday, May 21 and 22. Presid- I like my pal
Bacardi makes good drinks.l'hat's one reason
ing Elder M. H. Burnett And yet the gal
that among the „thousands of liquor brands its
;preached at the 11 a.m. hour Was sweet as one could l
the world—whiskies, gins, vodkas and the rest—
STERLING STORES
:Sunday. The business session But double cross
Bacardi outsells every brand but live! HFIVe
Floor Polisher For Reef $1.50 Per
At Your Favorite
Bacardi Highball. Youll enjoy it!
lisf the conference was held Is not the sauce
We Finance — Easy Terms
naonday night. Delegates were That relishes my dish
150 WEST TRIGG
fallected to the District confer I said dear gal
Other lemons rerires on
alk 2ince that will be held at Bas. Stick to my pal
the Bacardi back label.
ENNWABLE ALWAYS AND fkA,WAVS
corn Chapel CME church, July That is my fervent wish.

Romance In Fashions
Found Therapeutic

SISCO

w

BACARD I
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REAL ESTATE DIGEST

DOWN TO EARTH

By Jesse L. Williams

Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory

"Not by might. not by personally liable for any loss
power, but by my Spirit. his principal may sustain byl
NUM the Lord." — Bible.
reason of such negligence.
j
If a real estate broker is to Fourth, an agent must acdischarge creditably the duties count for money and property
which devolve upon his office, of his principal. Money and!
it is necessary that he have a should, in all cases, be keptl
knowledge of certain cardinal separate and apart from his
and fundamental principles of property entrusted to his care
own funds.
practice of his business.
A real estate is an agent in Lastly, an agent must perthe fullest sense of the word, in form acts in person. He Canthat he represents another from not delegate the authority
whom he has derived his au-.which he has received from
thority. The interest of three his principal to another. An
persons are thereby involved;, owner employs a broker bethat of the owner, of the brok- cause of the confidence that
er, and the purchaser with,•he has in the ability and integwith whom the broker negoti- rity of that particular person,
and so a broker has no right
ates.
to delegate his authority to
A knowledge of the law of another without
consent or reprincipal and agent is essenquest of his principal, except
tial in order to determine acas to matters which are of a PERFECT SCORERS!
curately the respective rights
purely ministerial or mechani- Twenty-six Tennessee State
and liabilities of these three
cal character, and where such University students earning
parties to the contract.
delegation does not involve dis- straight "A" averages (4.0)
A .broker occupies a position
cretion, confidence or skill.
for the fall and winter quarof trust and confidence toward
ters were among the 300
his principal, and there are cermaking the Dean's List hontain important duties that every
ored at a banquet last week
agent owes to his principal. The
at the University. Two of
first of these is that he must
the 26 earned all As both
be loyal to his trust. This duty
quarters. Of the 300 honembraces substantially all the
others. To be loyal to his trust, MONTGOMERY. Ala. — orees, 85 made the Dean's
an egent cannot so exercise his (UPI) — The National Guard List for the two quarters. A
himself at the expense of his has ordered that no new pistol student must take at least
duties as to garner a profit for permits or renewals be issued
during the period of racial tenprincipal.
The second fundamental duty sion here.
that an agent owes to his prin- Officials at the sheriff's office
cipal is that he must obey the said dozens of requests for perinstructions that are given him mits have been denied since the
by his principal. If a broker rioting last weekend. The office
undertakes to judge that he said it is the "policy" of the
may depart from the instruc- National Guard to issue no pertions of the owner and that such mits while the city is under marlaw,
variation would not be mater- tial
ial, he does so at his own peril..
and should any loss result by
reason of the agent's deviation
from his given instructions, he
will personally liable.
The third duty which every
agent owes to his principal is
that he must not be negligent in
a c t ing in the interest of
his principal. An agent, who is
grossly negligent in the interests of his principal will be

Ban Pistol Permits
In Montgomery, Ala.

Buy Your 1961

HAPPY MAD winners
proudly pose with their
trophies. These are the par-

CARS OR

ticipants in the Marine Aviation Detachment competitive meet held recently at
the Naval Air Technical.
Training center here in
Memphis. Lt. Col. T. C.
Hurst said if this moat was a

USED CARS

From Us

HOPE

CHEST

tie YOUR LOCAL POSTMASTER

Weeld's Largest Feed Dealers

THIRD & GATOS°
JA 6-8871

3-ROOM
GROUP

With Tables and Lamps

5-Pc Chrome Dinette
Group

of the local branch. From
Look! Stop! Eat! at

WELLINGTON STREET SUNDRY
For The Best
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIES IN TOWN

Het Deis 10e

Hamburgers 19c

Cheeseburgers 30c

Homemade P.Se

918 S. WELLINGTON ST

JA. 5-8016

ENJOY THE LIGHT SIDE OF LIFE
Now you can enjoy the popularity and admiration that
Fru
a lighter, fairer complexion. New Palmer'
Skin auctorial" St..ch Cream is the secret This
famous &awn now Contains mons of that dependable
blealtIng Ingredient
ammoniated mercury, more,
than any other loading cram on the market. That's
why it fades ugly sun spots, freckles, and darkened
skin fester than aver. You know Its dependable beg g cause "Skin Success" Bleach Cream is compounded
"by the maker of quality skin care products since 1840.
There's rto need to let darkened, blotchy skin cloud
your way to the full enjoyment of life. Use the corn.
ataxic,, secret of thousands who step out or the light
sid• of life with a creamy, dreamy, fairer look. Got
Palmer's "Skin sucusese Steams Cream today for a
lovelier comptexion tomorrow Only 35c. Satisfaction
guaranteed or your money Nick.

with new,
Improved

"SKIN
SUCCESS
BLEACH
CREAM

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

•

Mrs. Smith's left-right, are
Thomas Willis, George L.
Holloway, Pete Higgins and
Mrs. G. R. Atkins. who
brought in the highest number, 259. The others brought
in more than 100. Mrs. Atkins was also presented with
a SSD check. Plaques of merits were alto presented to
Mrs. Smith and Rev. 13. S.
Cunningham, past president.
Life-time membership
plaques wore also presented
to De. W. H. Young, Atty.
H. T. Lockard and Jesse H.

Turner, president of the local branch. Certificates of
merit were presented to 22
o t her volunteer campaign
workers. Memphis br a nc h,
with approximately 41,043

NAACP members, is reportedly one of the largest
branches in the south. The
presentations were made
during the Seventh Anni-

versary Celebration of the
1954 Supreme Court School
decision, held at Mason Tem•
plc on May 17, which also
officially marked the close
of the annual membership
campaign.
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NEED CASH!

hUCCIlia he was going to issue a challenge to NATCenter for a competitive meet
between MAD and NATCenter personnel. He said he
understood Commanding Officer Captain Close would
accept the challenge. Four-

ticipated in the event. Each
of the four MAD units furnish•d a 120-man team.
Three of the teams represented the student unit s,
composed of Marine aviation students. The f our th
team was composed of Unit

hundred-eighty Marinas par-

A. the permanent person-

—Quick Loans—

FELONY CHARGE

AWARD WINNERS for obtaining the highest number
of memberships in the annual Memphis Branch
NAACP drive are the four
persons who are receiving
trophies from Mrs. Maxine
Smith, executive secretary

3.

•O

and

help

desire to

you.

Thursday and Friday
'Open
Nights Until 800 P. M.

The Rev. Shuttlesworth is
scheduled to appear before

AGENTS WANTED
10 MEN

10 WOMEN
Apply

Down On The Farm

PULLER PRODUCTS
492 South Nola Sher

HOW TO CONTROL INSECTS: fortable unless they are put to
A farm garden is often de- a halt by pesticide. Such insects
scribed as a magic spot where
DURHAM
as roaches, waterbugs, house
you sow such little, yet harvest
snEt. FOLDING
silver fish and other
SO much. That definition fits flies,
CHAIRS
u
rioa/eri,
well with the modern trends. household insects can be wiped
5ppear
.15116,
Regardless what one sow, or out by Pyrethrum, Sodium trice 051.
Rimmed Coo
V • •I
plants, he has to guard against Flouride, Malathion, Chlordane .truetton
reble
injurious insects.
and D.D.T.
Take for instance the lima The importance of destroying
5°
and up
beans, as soon as the plants come their breeding places should not
out of the ground they are at- be over looked. Most of these ...0t4t AC1 US
tacked by the Mexican bean bee- materials that are used to rid FOR VOLUME PRICES
BERNATSKY BROS.
tle and leaf beetle. There aye the garden and house of such
Main St
IA 5-011111
500
two recommended Insecticides insects can be secured locally at
Memphis Tenn
that will give good control if seed stores.
'
,
miserly applied. These are
Malathion and Rotenone One
tablespoon of 50 per cent emulsion concentrate per gallon of
water sprayed on plants will do
IDEALLY LOCATED FOR ANY BUSINESS
the job, the same is true when
5 per rent Malathion to used in
* Air Conditioned
the deal farm Then we have the
* Parking Area
tomato fruit worm, squash hugs.
* General Secretarial Service
cabbage worm and the c u t
* Janitorial Service
worms.
* First Floor or Second Floor
The homestead has its probCall
lems also Spring and s ti m mer marks the arrival of mane
E. C. WILLIAMS REALTY CO.
household ineeete that ma k e
WH 8-1016
974 EAST MclEMORE
horne life unsanitary and uncom-

$2
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DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
'We like to say yl/I tO yen,
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request"

Examined and Supervised bs
the State Department of
Insurance and flanking.

2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
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• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

— INCLUDED —
5-Pc. L. R. Group

BR 4-5292

Memphis; Florence P 1 a n S.
Nashville; Mary E. G.
Scales, Nashville; Has•1
Ogilvie, Columbia. (Standing) P.m Steele, Anniston,
Ala.; Anita Merritt, Nashville: Dr. Davis, (university
president who made the recognition statement of honorees at the banquet); Ann
Clendenning, Nashville:
Runes Powers, Nashville;
Eugene Hunter, Nashville;

GO BYBUS

9995

2256 CENTRAL
1 Week W. of Fairgrounds

Nashville: Barbara Wilkins,

Defender Correspondent
Circuit Judge Francis ThompBIRMINGHAM, Ala. (Spe- son at 9 a.m. Thursday, June "I measly itrbed death
7,
4yearrs.TbmsIforinda
cial — The Rev, F L. Shut- I charged with "conspiring
to new weeder crease. Now
bappy," writes Mr.,
tlesworth, Alabama's ch ief commit a breach of the peace."
P.Rahway ofL/1.
V oice in the desegregation The latter charge is a felony. Here's blessed relief Erten
torture,
.,trhrgMni,n
o! efsal irct
struggle and president of the County deputies arrested
and ecrlinia with an 'matins we voenG6c ,
Alabama Christian Movement Rev. Shuttleftworth May 19 at formulscalledLANACANE.Th
isfmr-acting
for Human Rights, faces trial his home on warrants sworn medicated rrinaitkillsbermlel lacuna perms
kapott.. raw, irritated and inflamed
in two different courts for al- out by Public Safety Commis. labile
Neelse. &ore scresching'.o weeds basin.
stoner T. Eugene Connor. The peacoat/El Get LANACA.Pa re druggists.
leged incitement to riot.
P a s t or of Bethel Baptist Rev. Shuttlesworth was due in
c-hurch, the Rev. Shuttleaworth Recorder's Court that night to
acted as contact man for the answer city charges but the
"Freedom Riders" who were case was delayed for one week.
The Baptist minister was
interrupted in their tour o
travel Jim Crow observation released from the Jefferson
He faces trial in the city Re- County jail after posting $2,000
corder's Court at 7:30 p.m bail.
Additionally, the Rev. ShutFriday, May 26 before City
Judge William Conway tlesworth attended the Suncharged with "interfering with day night right-to-ride freean officer" and of "refusing to dom r all y in Montgomery,
obey a command" from Po- May 21 which was interrupted
by mob riot activities.
lice.
F

ALL NEW
FURNITURE
FOR ONLY

Cut-Rate Furn.
Trading Post

"Treated Johnson g r as;
should not be cut or plowed lot
There can be little doubt that seven to ten days. The plan•
the period of rise in hog num- absorbs the chemical and it is
bers is on and we shall see it passed through the entire plant
continue through this year and killing the root system.
into 1962.
'
Dalapon can be applied wit
Hog prices can be expected to a low pressure hand sprayet
hold about steady until near or a tractor sprayer. Tractor
the middle of the year or a sprayers should be equipped
little later. Prices will be in with a hand cut off nozzle aim'.
the 16-19 cent range during this lar to the hand sprayer ter*.
period. For the last half of the
year we may expect prices below the first half because of DRUGS GET BETTER
large supplies of slaughter hogs WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
and other types of meat. It Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
seems unlikely that hogs will Association reports that new
bring 20c a pound at any time medicines
become outdated so
this year, but the price average
for the entire year will be a quickly by even better ones that
little above 1980 and on the nearly two-thirds of the 6,200
prescription
introduced
Ivan R. D a•i s, Nashville: whole more profitable. Hogs since 1940 haveitems
been withdrawn.
Willie T. Davis, Lipatoi. Ga. made ready for market the
(ho t h quarters); and Lev first half of the year will make
Williams, Columbus, M i as. more profit, in general, than
Four pointers not shown on those sold in the second half.
The number of sows to farPicture were Bettye Joan
CAN YOU USE
Cash, Memphis (both quar- row the spring pig crop, December-June,
is
estimated
to
be
8
ters); Lurriod Vinson. NashMORE
v ill ei Lucy Montgomery. per cent above 1960 but subRome, Ga.; Margaret stantially below the 10 year
Rhodes, Chattanooga; Gloria period. This is 2 per cent above
DeMire, Memphis; John H. December 1 indicated intenGROUND 15005
Evans. Nashville; and Alice tions.
STERICK BUILDING
Valentine. Franklin, Ky.
This information comes from
'WHIRL 101.1 teat VOL;
states and throws further light
(it i',ttfiRINtlAt
SIRViff '
the March 1 survey of the hog
situation in 10 leading hog
on the hog outlook for the balance of 1961. The fact that the
10 states surveyed produce 75
Per cent of U. S. hogs gives this
survey added meaning. December, January, and February
farrowing were one-third the
total estimated spring crop,
leaving 2/3 to be farrowing, in.
March, April, and May. This isi
a recent change in the pattern, RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
of farrowing, more early pigs.
The 10-year average is 23 Peri
cen born in December, Jan-1 306 Poplar At Laudontalit
itary, February.
Phone M. 143411
"The survey also shows that
there will be an increase of 5
per cent in June, July and
August farrowings over 1960,
Total hog numbers March 1
were 4 per cent above the same
date 1960.
The nation-wide pig crop report of June 1, to be released
mil unit. According to Sgt. about June 20, will begin to
C. L. Parrish, the 6Deitach- show the outlook pattern
for
ment Sergeant Major, this the first half of 1962."
was the first field meet ever
To prevent the building-up of
held by the Marine Aviation heavy infestation of Johnson
Detachment, and as far as grass on cotton land, spot
treathe knew, the first field meet ment is the answer. Spot
treatever held aboard the Naval ment with deletion is most
pracAir Station.
tical for fields with moderate
scattered infestations.
Dalapon will injure or kill
Automobile, Furniture
cotton if it is sprayed on the
Signature
plant. This chemical will not
volatilize as does 2. 4-D and, There is a reason why peoPi•
therefore, cannot injure cotton like to do business with us.
You. too will like OW sour'
in this manner.
teous treatment

Ala.Bias Fighter
Woman Nearly
Faces Two Trials Itches
To Death

HULL-DODDS

Bedroom

12 quarter hours and must
achieve a point
ge of
3.25 or above in order to
make the List. Shown are 19
of the perfect scorers with
President W. S. Davis. From
left, (on floor) Joyce A.
Smith. Memphis; Aaronetta
Hamilton, Nashville; A n n
Carol Craighead, Nashville;
Theresa Smith, Okahumpte,
Fla. (Seated) Delores Flood,
Biirmingham, Ala.; Liens L.
Lenoir, Alcoa: Elaine Fain.

ANNIVERSARY

NEW FORD

FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

INCREASE IN HOGS,

LIKELY IN 1961

DETI

;.s. NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM I-

t

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
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probletneThanks to tao famous "SkIn Success"
formula. agonizing itching of Pimples,
Eczema and heist Is relieved like mills

What a glorious feeling to be free rationally famous Palmer's 'Sitio
from the embarrassment and misery Success" Ointment can help give you
of ugly rashes, eczema. pinnate or the magic glow of health and beaety.
totter! Palmer's "Skin Success" Ointment gives millions the new popu.,irity that goes with clear. clean,
healthy skin.
This famous skin medicine. come
pounded by the maker ;.-,f quality
akin care products since 1840, eontains eleven active ingredients.
combined in a special way to relieve
agonizing itching so troubled skin
can heal ever so much faster.
There's no longer any need to he
ashamed of your atm when inter-

Reasonably priced at 3. Large
economy size containing four times
as much only 75t. Satisfaction pikeanteed or your money refunded.
LOVEUIll COMPLEXION TOO

... phis head-to-toe protection with
the deep-acting foamy medication
of "Skin SUCCe111" Soap. It bealos bathe* while it fights germs that
often aggravate ugly blemishes and
perspiration odors . . make, ypil
sure you're nice to be neat Pstmer's
"Skin Success" Soap. Only 25e.
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Farragut Has
Splendid Show

By SANDRA L. BRENT

By BOBBY PAGE
Sy A. WASHINGTON
Firragut High school- PreOn July 1, 1961, bill concern- sented their Spring Music Fesing the lowering of the age tival in the Harrison High
for acquiring a license for driv- school auditorium and the pering from 16 to 18, will be in- forrnance was a splendid suctroduced into the Illinois Gen- cess. The show, performed before a packed house, featured
eral Assembly.
the concert orchestra, Mixed
It has been related by a
Choir, Girls chorus and co.:
teacher at one of our newer
cert band.
high schools that "the sooner, The
Girls Chorus under
the better." This person as-.
conduction of John P. Gel.
serted that most teen-agers are ino did selections from B.
fun-seekers, thereby putting,
ers and Hammerstein.
them into a category of incom- The mixed
choir under thel
petent and unreliable. An exleadership of Al Bankston
ample of this is these fun- Owens has
earned an "S" ratseekers, desirous of entertain- ing for the two years it
has
ment, decide to race in, (of all been under the conduction of
(120 places) a school Intersection.
Mr. Owen, clearly demonstraNORMA WILLIAMS, when tion why they deserve the ratapproached with this question, ing they received.
related that Secretary of State The program concluded with
carpentier is blaming all easily the concert band. with Marcel
avoided accidents on teen- Ackermann conducting. John
/leers. Norma, a sophomore at Savage a student also did the
.14arlan High school, stated that honors.
some adults are just as bad or The grand finale of "The
worse drivers than most teen- Battle Hymn Of The Republic"
agers. She also made a com- with combined Orchestra, Chor- MAKING HATS is the proment on the Driver Education uses, and Band ended the night. ject of these attractive ladies
classes now going on in moat Congratulations are in order as they try-on and model the
schools. There are certain re- to the Farregut High school fOr finished products. Making
strictions made on persons a job well done.
seeking a license requiring that
munity.
etch persons are not allowed
Mrs. Hurd teaches them to
to drive without an accredited
follow instructions in getting
driver education teacher prespatterns and making simple
ent.
garments. Some of these sewing projects will be modeled
What do YOU think of this
coming law' Do you think it Jackson Park
Fieldhotise, by the girls at their fashion
should be passed? I'd like to 6401 S. Stony Island ave., is show at the Fieldhouse Saturknow what you think of this. proud of its Charm and Model- day on May 27 at 7:30. YOU
If you have any comment, write ing Class. This activity direct- are invited.
.
I, Adrienne Washington,Young- ed by Mrs. Helen Hurd. Art- The large group receives Iner Set Page, in care of Chicago craft Instructor for the Field- struction in the basic essentials
Defender, 2400 South Michigan house, is very popular with of good grooming and social
Teens and subteens of the corn- poise
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,

Richard Cotton, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Cotton is better known around Hyde Park
Community as "Ricky." His
good looks are only overshadowed by his tremendous
talent.
During his high school years
at Hyde Park, Rickie has served as editor and photographer
of the "Hyde Parker," President of the "Sigma Epsilon"
Honorary Society, Co-Editor of
Magazine,
Writing
Creative
President of Senior Math Honor club (He also is a member
of the Math team that won the
Wilson Math contest, Hyde
RICHARD COTTON
Park has won consecutively for
the past 20 years.) He placed business by the untimely April
third in the Contest this year. snow we had this year.
Richard loves people and
Rick was a finalist in the
Nation Merit Scholarship Com- plenty of them. He plans to atpetition. His. leadership quali- tend Oberlin College this fall
ties and scholastic achieve- (He's the Valedictorian of his
ments were instrumental in his class) where he will major in
selection, by a group of nation- Chemistry and Political Scially known educators, for the ence. We think he's wonderful
General Motors National Schol- and predict he will go far far
far.
rship he received.
selected by her daughter.
In the Sports apartment Richhats is just one of the many agora Katherine Richardson,
Annie
Others
Suggs
are
and
Judith
ard
is very athletic and beinteresting classes at the Valerie Hatcher and
Rochelle Nance.
longs to the Swim and Sports
Jackson Park Fieldhouse. Nance. Seated is Mrs. Esthhat
•
she
as
of Hyde Park. Last month
models
Team
From left to right are teen- or Nano*
Ricky won Second place for
his editorial on "Brotherhood,'
sponsored by the National Conferenc of Christians and Jews,
erother Steve won first
b,
By CASSANDRA JACKSON (His
place.)
By L. O'NEAL
Summer is just around the During April, when Negroes "Russian Bound" is the hopes
corner. Don't you think it's in Fayette County, Tenn., were and dreams of several of our
looking ard sponsored a way to make track participants. One of these
time you started
through your summer clothes? having such rough times. Rich- track stars is MISS CAROL
You may find you will have to cars at $1.00 per car. They BUSH, our outstanding teen
either add, take away, or re- quick money for them by wash- in sports this week.
itr.
made over $100.00 in one day Miss Bush is a junior at Harmodel a few things.
I feel the easiest way to de- before they were snowed out of per High school. She is very
termine what you need and
active in school as a letter girl,
what you don't need is to linelab helper, member of the stuup your clothes from sports
dent council, 500 dub, and
wear to dress. From this you
G.A.A. Out side of school, she
can easily see what needs to
is just as active.
be done.
At Harrison Park, Carol en,
joys sports such as softball and
Perhaps you would like to
bash
swinging
a
giving
are
By W. CATCHING
ALD Lewis
volleyball, but most of her
make a few reversible, so as
• ••
called "MAMA SAID" on May
AND
time is taken up by the Mayor's
to have two outfits in one.
1170
"Y",
Woodlawn
the
at
29,
L. EDWARDS
i Did you see our own KIRK
Girls Track Team.
There could be a number of
DAVIS
JR.
CHUCK
By
'countThe
Street.
63rd
E.
and
record
Hop last
Hi There! Here we are backlURSEY on
Miss Bush has been a memTHESE ASPIRING BALLER- the exceptional planning
things including slacks, skirts,
entertainment of the evening. dresses, and coats, just to name Hi Foxy and Mr. Cool! ber of the Mayor Daley Youth
with the news around Chi week. Heed his words about down time ' is 9 p.m. and the INAS performed for the Sec
The
unknown.
is
of
off'
part
a
ant
1
'b
now
is
Center
senior
Variety.
HYDE PARK's
Town.
Everything fine and mellow? Foundation Girls Track Team
ond Annual Dance Recital The
a few.
the Chicago Youth Centers.
PAT SHELVIN have a way- Don't be a square and miss the president of this mello club is last Sunday at the Cooley Upa year ago for two years. In those years
Though there are some cloth. Remember about
Harof
PRICE
left
NADINE
rem
f
Miss
ballerinas
affair.
out set at her home. Among
sound records she has managed to accomplish
per Grade Center, 1225 N. The
lee you want to make, you might when the exotic
•
•
•
Business
Jones.
Janice
the
and
High
ere:
lan
right
to
the people there were: JOYCE
were popular? Well, the crea- • great deal. Her events In
Sedgwiek. The recital was
Manager is LAMINA SHEL- spnosored by the Fine Arts Jacquelin Hines, Sharon Say, also want to get rid of cloth- tors. Arthur Lyman and Martin track and field are the 440 yd.,
e e d, CHARLENE Tools, SAINT THOMAS NEWS
es you no longer need. If they
Jonas
this'
make
Donna
to
said
Woods,
Mama
MAN.
VirSharon
M.
Sister
of
lost
The
Cenfeltheir
CAROL Bottoms and
Guild of Lower North
are in good condition, you Denny, each have a new re- 880 yd., baseball throw, and
lows. Sorry we couldn't make ginia 0. P. faculty members one 'cause it's going to be 'Sod ter. Mrs. Portia Martin. dance and Jo Ann Hines.
could turn them over to sal- lease, minus bird, calls, that are high jump. She favors the 440
Fine.'
stu;
the
by
felt
heavily
was
with
pat.
this one
instructor, is credited
vage organizations, or give strictly laying there. Arthur's yd., because ahe has managed
• ••
six
dents. Our sympathy to her
them
away for other purpose,. "YELLOW BIRD" and "FIRST to run a time that Is just
The "Non-chalance's" jam at relatives and friends. May she CONGRATULATIONS to the
and the excellent Then again, If you don't want ROMANCE" by Denny, are tenths off the Women Americhrous
girl's
Chorus
Girl's
Dunbar
TRACKMEN of CORPUS p.m. the
can Record. This year she has
was strickly what was rest in peace.
Chorus'Acapella choir. The crowning to give some of your things mellow duce.
• ••
CHRISTI for taking second and the Dunbar Mixed
happening. All the swinging
queen will also take away, you might find it possi- The Mellow Kings "TILL been training very hard to
the
of
the
close
( Eddie's
to
'
program
The senior luncheon given place in the Parish League sang on a
people were there.
plac e. The candidates are: ble to make them into some- THERE WERE ONE" and make the United Staten team to
season.
•••
by the Juniors was a farewell competition on Thursday jut. Park District
"ONE LITTLE KISS" by the compete against Russia, which
Penn, BARBARA WilETHEL
participatpeople
the
of
Some
Longwood had their annual to the graduates of 1961. To ac- Those to be commended are:
LORAINE Porter, JOYCE thing else you might like. For Holidays are the two jams by is to be held this summer.
son,
WilMoss,
SHARON
were
ing
concert this month. Various cent the lunch the Juniors en- Paul KELLY, Tyrone BROWN,
Foste r, GLORIA Stratton, instance, you may have a few two new groups that should Carol's future plans in track
MORGAN, Jerome liam Coleman, VIOLET Bee, TWINETT Palmer and Elzie sacks that are now out of style. swing there way to hutsville. are to hold an American recWilliam
tertained with a show .
schools participated.
Judith).
(Lil'
reporter,
•
•
•
your
•••
FLEMING, Sylvester WELLS, and
Wittington. Remember this pro- These can easily be converted Other new jams out the last ord and to make the 1964 OlymgradST. RITA had their AN. The annual S.T.A. Cre de and Horace BELL. How about
gram is dedicated to the into skirts and blouse sets, ber- few week, are "ONE AND pics. She also plans after
Saturlast
jam
a
was
There
time?
ALI„" by the Firesiders, the uation to attend the Navy Pier
NUAL PROM at the South MIHI year book came out last first place next
Hall Alumni. All are invited. TickPersian
•
•
•
the
at
night
day
mudas, or (with a few darts Shells, "YOU BETTER FOR- for further education.
Shore Country Club. The girls week, , with many pictures of.
Grove, giv- ets may be obtained at the
HI EARTH PEOPLE. This at 6540 S. Cottage
sewn in,) your sack can be con- GET HIM," Jackie Wilson's, Miss Bush feels that normal
were stunning in their formals St. Thomasites.• •
door.
of
Two
club.
choice
•
a
by
•••
and girls should
is me, (Judith Smith) bring- en
and the fellows were on Cloud
verted into a very becoming CLOUD" by the Elegants, growing boys
present were
STRANGER" participate in some sort of
"TRAVELING
The C.Y.O. group of Corpus.ing you some more blasts from the Dubarites
HAPPY BIRTHDAY IRIS sheath.
9 in their tux.
JELand
Towruierkl
JUANITA
• ••
. LET'S HAVE
by Little Anthony, and "KEEPS sport. She intensely feels that
Christi gave a swinging "Mem- Dunbar
TURNER,(daughter of Mr. and
So, before the blazing sun RAINING" by Fats Domino. sports help to develop young
. LINE Smith.
•
will
Iris,
Tuner)
The Park District of AB- bership" dance Saturday night. SOME HAPPENINGS
George
Mrs.
•• •
That's what's happening.
mentally and physicalBorr PARK present a talent Some of the members there
become a teenager on May 31. sets in, start early, preparing The column is short this people
• ••
FANS
week, but I'll catch you later. ly.
is a student of ,Fernwood. for the long summer days.
show last week at the Harlan were TYRONE Brown, CHER- FOR SEA HUNT
She
•• •
Friday night was the night CHATTER
High school auditorium. The YL Putman, TINA Ligget, and
Englewood
LYDIA Macon. It was a mel- that all the water-bugs got to- DON'T FORGET
of ENGLEWOOD
halls
The
talent was real swinging.
annual spring
•• •
low set that was topped off gether for the finest water High school's
rang with the glorious sounds
Friday
held
be
will
It
festival:
dlthe
under
of an Alumna. In the person
PARKER had their SENIOR with a cake for the Spiritual show ever seen,
Cartman. June 2, 1961 at Englewood
Miss Kathleen Crawford
VARIETY last weekend. It was director, Fr. Hildberg. The rection of Mr. Alfred
Stewart
So.
6201
school,
high
participatpeople
Membership dance was a suc- Some of the
who sang for the modern music
Choice.
The
hall.
Armstrong
in
ave.,
BETTY
were
Dunbar
•••
cess. Thanks to all who came, trig from
master's assembly last Tueslo r, theme is "Spring Festival Goes
ELEANOR HUGHES had a Look to this column for furth- Winston, GLORIA Tay
day. Miss Crawford is a very
Featuring
White.
and
Purple
Re(Teen
and
Jameison
distinguished soprano. She has
real mellow jam at the house. er events to be given by the James
Englewocxi's own taleets inporter) RUPI Pollartl.
Christi.
and sung all over the
Some people present included C.Y.O. of Corpus
•• •
•••
the modern dance studied
.cluding
and Boys
STEVE Banks, RONNIE Jones,
chorus, the Englewood's Girls
boy's
the
7:30igroup,
at
night
Wednesday
Last
world, Appearing with her were
DETISE Jefferson, and RON- The LES DEMOISELLBS'
chorus and the FABULOUS
A Cappella Choir. It was a
magnificent afternoon of music.
• ••
Englewood High school had
a 'semesterly swimming show'
Thursday, May 18, featuring
the boy's swimming team and
the girl's advanced and beginners swimming classes. They
showed their talents in water
beginners floats to
from
fancy .diving and water ballet.
A few of the stars were Larry
Blackman, and the president
of the student council, Hiram
Crawford. Also Jacquelyn Wiggins and others too numerous
to name.
• ••
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! John
WILLIAMS. John, an active
student at Englewood high
school is the editor of the Englewood news. He received a Jr.
Achievement award from the
Jr. Chamber of Commerce Just
yesterday.
• ••
Brush with c_ojga.te Dental Cream with Gardol to...
The TEEN REPORTERS
HELP
have been selected as one of
the youth groups to work with'
are
particles
the Negro Joint Appeal thisl Bad breath and tooth decay often start when food
year. We are sincerely proud of trapped between your teeth. Brushing with Colgate forms a
special day you will be hear- cleansing foam that penetrates between your teeth—helpa
this and hope to prove it on a foam away food particles and germs that can cause decay.
ing about very soon. 'Til next Brushing with Colgate right after eating helps fight tooth
week, keep 'chatter' on your decay, helps stop had Meath originating in the mouth, too—
510 no elle sag
top ten list and help us show stops it all day for most people. No wonder more people use
Chicago some of the many
toothpaste!
other
any
than
Colgate Dental Cream
things we are accomplishing.
Gates, Claudette B.bang made by of sewing at the Jackson Thelma
with us? . . . Lister
you
TO FISHY TOOTH pawky
Are
EVERY GIRL should knew costume
Janice
Gates.
and
are
las
Standing
tieldhouse.
Park
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McAlister as she
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FIGHT TOOTH DECAY

STOP BAD BREATH
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Drivers In
500 Mi. Race
Eye Record

INAUGURATION OF PSC
president In closing, he made
By KURT FREUDENTHAL
The Student Council, the this statement:
INDIANAPOLIS - (UPI)
- 11 Jim Rathmann wins the only organization established "All good things must come
500-mile-race it will be only solely for the purpose of mak- to an end!"
the fifth time that the same ing laws and rules that enWhile James Phillips, with
car emerged triumphant two able us to have a better school, great
soleminity and the look
years in a row.
presented its closing activity
Wilbur Shaw did it first in in the form of a chapel pro- of responsibility, proposed to
1919 and 1940. Then came gram just recently to inaugu- take the jeb and do it well.
Mauri Rose in 1947-48, Bill rate the president-elect of the James f'hillips went on to say
Vukovich in 1953-54, and Sam group for the year 1961-62, that he will make many mistakes next year but to err is
Hanks and Jimmy Bryan in James Phillips.
the first roadster with a layGuest speaker on this oc- only huma n, therefore he
over engine in 1957-58.
casion was Judge William L. asked the cooperation of his
Hanks undoubtedly would Ingram, jr., but dut to unex- fellow students in making this
have been in the same car pected court procedures, he future council the best Mathree years ago which he drove could not be present with us nassas has ever had.
to victory in 1957, but he de- and our beloved Principal The entire program was as UNIT C's Pfc. Raymond huffs and puffs into second the Marine Aviation Detachcided to hang up helmet and stepped in and filled the ca- follows Prelude, band; scrip- Brown, jr. (left) of Milwau- place. Running a tiresome ment's field meet at the
goggles for good-after 12 pacity of guest speaker. He ture and prayer, Gwendolyn kee, Wis., crashed into the third is Unit D's Pfc. Howard Northside Football field. Nayears of Indianapolis racing. highlighted his message with Robinson; music, choir; read- 100 yard finish line while Johnson (center) of Los An- val Air Station, M•mphis
Only half a dozen pole-sit- the 10 rules for a successful ing, Osburn Taylor; admin- Unit D's Pic. Paul W. Rey- geles, Calif. Scene was at Tenn. recently.
ters have picked up the big and happy day.
istration of oath, Chief jus- nerd (right) of Toole. Utah
pay-off, and it hasn't been
Also our outgoing president, tice Leon Walls; address,
done since /956 with Pat Fla- Robert Simpson, made a brief James Phillips: solo, Fred Rob- program included beautiful over the summer months.
own," James Phillips.
herty. Eddie Sachs, who has farewell address and with inson; farewell address, RobBut I shall be back with you "Just call me persuasive,
music rendered by the Mixed
the pole for the second con- tearful joy expressed his grat- ert Simpson; and vocal trio,
in September bringing you why that's my middle name." Aih
secutive yeyar, hopes to break itude to the students and coun- Betty Hurst, Virginia Wood- chorus under the direction of bigger and better news scoops. Charlie Morris.
Mrs. B. B. Jones with such So until September,
the drought.
cil for a successful year as man and Annie Gray.
in the "Ain't ,no trouble," James IP
0. T. Peoples is student selections as Live H u in b / e, same space and place.
Flagg.
advisor.
council
Until September, readeri,
Rock-A-My-Soul and others. FAMOUS LAST _WORDS
SENIOR CLASS ACTIVITIES Soloists Fred Robinson and "Well, I really held my BCNU.
The Senior Clas s, of our Oscar Thrill accompanied on
schrl,'after 12 years in some the piano by Annie Gray, were
insfitution is about to surpass featured.
one of the greatest milestones
Rev. H. H. Jones, pastor of
in their yo'ung lives for they the Warren Methodist church,
will go out into the world and presented the message.
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala. top spot in four of five events. take on great responsibilities.
-A brilliant Florida A & M Old high school records (9.9 Whether away in college or CLASS DAY
The traditional Class Day
University track and field team in the 100-yard dash; 3:31.8 for under employment. We feel
broke two meet records, tied the mile relay; and 43.2 in the that they are capable of doing activity was held the following
another, and took first place in 440-yard relay) tumbled when this and as is customary with day, May 29 with the fashionnine of 12 events in .the 35th Birmingham Olin's fleet Edward Manassites, you will attain able seniors attired in all
white and dark blue suits and
Annual Tuskegee Relays here Jackson went the 100 in 9.7; Olin greater
heights.
•
powder blue shirts with white
last week.
speedsters ran the mile in 3:28.5;
Never let the gold and blue ties.
Dominating all running events and shaved two-tenths of a secin the two-day sports festival ond from the quarter-mile re- down, seniors; may success This activity was quite sad
which attracted some 4.000 fans, lay by completing the distance follow you in all your explicit but the class wills helped to
endeavors.
brighten the day and to make
NASHVILLE - Inside pro- Ben Schwartzwalder, the new the FAMU aggregation set meet in 43 seconds flat.
it an unforgettable one!
fessional football will grab the Cleveland ABL coach Johnny records in the 440 relay. the 880 ON THE OPENING day in VESPER SERVICES
The Vesper service was held COMMENCEMENT
spotlight at the third annual McLendon and Vanderbilt's relay and tied the 100-yard the 33rd Annual Junior and
The Commencement will be
dash mark.
,Senior Women's Day. Edith Mc- in the Cora P. Taylor audiBlue Ribbon Coaching Clinic Bob Polk return to the podium
THE SPECTATORS included Guire of Archer High in Atlanta torium Sunday. May 28 at 3 held at the auditorium tonight
with Baltimore Colts Coach this year.
Ellerbe. former Tuskegee established a new mark in the p.m. Special feature of the (June 1), 8 p.m. Beverly WilWeeb Ewbank and Cleveland
Two innovations have been Mozel
liams and Mary Esther Jones
Browns' fullback Jimmy added this year at the request Institute track star and member broad jump of the junior womare valedictorian and salutaBrown at Tennessee State uni- of past season's clinic goers. of • the Helms Hall of Fame, en's division by leaping 175". ORANGE BLOSSOM
torian, respectively, of our senversity May 30 through June McLendon, Rupp and Polk whose 23-year-old sprint rec- The old record set by another GRID TILT DEC. 9
ior class and they will both
orer
-in the 100-yard dash was Atlanta lassie. Annie Lois
3.
will hold a panel discussion
TALLAHASSEE - the '81 speak tonight.
matched by a flashy Florida Smith, was 17' 1 1-2".
Coach Weeb Ewbank will that incorporates a question
'Classic
will
Blossom
Orange
CLOSING THOUGHT
freshman. Robert Hayes. •
In the finals of seven senior
layout the Colts' running and answer period at the final
It has indeed been a pleaHayes.who reportedlyhas women's events. Tuskegee
the Orange Bowl
In- be played in
game and passing game in the session. And bowing to the will
reporting to you readers
been clocked at 9.4. ripped over stitute dominated by
winning all stadium, Miam i, Saturday sure
first two days of the Blue of prep school gridiron bosses,
news events of our school
the finish line in 9.5-a mark events except one.
Shirley night, Dec. 9. The OBC pits the
Ribbon Coaching Clinic fol- East St. Louis, Illinois Lincoln
not before equaled at this meet Hereford of Talledega
both academically and socialCollege
lowed by fullback Brown's re- high school coach, Lawrence since
Ellerbe set the pace in who won the 80 meter hurdles the Florida A & M Univer- ly. You have been excellent
peat from his Sports Illustrat- Simmons has been added to 1938.
another
against
Rattlers
sity
subscribers and have promotwith a clocking of 13.8 seconds.
ed-authored article "How I the , list of clinicians. Coach The 440 relay team-c
o m- prevented a clean sweep by the outstanding grid power. The ed the circulation of this pubPlay Fullback" the next two Simmons played football at posed of Hayes. Al Austin.
Rob- Tuskegee Tigerettes.
contest is promoted and spon- lication greately. Your reportdays.
Tennessee State university. ert Harris and Robert Paraer feels somewhat saddened RALPH BOSTON of Tennes- record by establishing • new
Tigerette
first-place
winners
Clinic chairman, Coach Ho- Simmons served two college more - ran the event in 41.1
sored by the Florida A & M because school is closing and see State. soars through the mark at 27 ft. and 1-2 inch in
were:
Martha
Byrd.
15'
2
3-4"
in
ward C. Gentry announced head coaching stints (Tennes- seconds shattering the old recUniversity Athletic Associa- there will be no need for a air in spectacular broad jump the California Relays at Mothat the 22 sessions for this see States university in 1939 ord of 41.8 set in 1951 by Prairie the broad jump; Annie Croom.
ation.
school column such as this in which he broke the world desto, Calif. Saturday.
4'10"
in
the
high
jump
and
feature
clinic
Carolina
11 and South
will
State col- View College.
years'
football. sessions. 6 basketball lege from 1951 through 1952.) FLORIDA'S HAYES. Har- 3610" in the shot put; Brenda
After graduating in 1936, ris. Paul Denson and Ralph Brown. 13.1 seconds in the 100sessions, 2 administration and
organization sessions and an Simmons began his coaching Johnson teamed to smash the meter dash and 27.3 seconds in
the 200-meter run; and Theresa
afternoon of barbecue, boat- career here and returned fol- 10-year-old 880 relay record of.
Malcolm. 178 feet in the baseing, water skiing and trap lowing service in World War 1:27.4 with timing of 1:26.6. Thel
ball throw.
shooting at President W. S. II to assist the late Henry A. 10-year-old record was set by
Davis' Riverview Acres Ranch. Kean for five years that sand- Florida.
University of Kentucky's wiched the South Carolina
A Florida quartet composed
Basketball mentor Adolph coaching job.
of Sam Rivers, Eugene Mason,
R u pp. Southern University's Deserting college circles for Charles Holmes and Maceo
Football mentor A. W. Mum- Lincoln in 1955. Simmons' Jennings won the Allen Washford, and Missouri Valley Con- prep school teams have be- ington Gambrel' Trophy for the
ference commissioner. Norvall come an East St. Louis power. third straight year by reeling
Neve join Ewbank and Brown His first year at Lincoln the off the two-mile relay in the
as Blue Ribbon Clinic head- team won only three of ten timing of 8:13.9. The meet recliners for the first time.
• games. Since 1956 Simmons' ord is 7:56.0.
Keeping pace with the orig- prep gridsters only dropped
Western Olin High school of
inal concept of keeping clini-,seven tilts while winning 40. Birmingham stole the show in
The Jeb Stuart International
cians for two years, Syracuse In 1958 Lincoln's eleven went high school activities, cracking Fan club is now
accepting new
Universitys' football coach undefeated.
three meet records and taking
members. Those who wish to
join may apply at the YMCA,
541 Vance ave., every Friday
evening, 4:45 p.m. or contact
Modest on the subject of his Joe (Iron Man) Cherry a real Stars were another classy team Mrs. Ruby Jackson, W11. 8own accomplishments. Indiana- wprkhorse All four are top tal- in a long string they will face 1441. Those living in Missispolis Clowns player-manager ent and the reason for several,on their 32nd tour. The current
sippi or Arkansas and desirCarl Forney is just the opposite mayor league teams sending , schedule featuring baseball and
when it comes to talking about scouts on the road, with the mer- the fabulous merrymaking fun- ing to join the club should
show extravaganza includes: write to the President of the
rymakers of modern ball.
the team.
And a glance at some of the FORNEY IS PARTICULAR- May 15. Monroe. La.; 16th, Job Stuart club, in care of
prospective major league talent LY high on Harriday. "Base- Shreveport. La.: 17th. Waco,I YWCA.
Weatherford, ex.,
aboard is enough reason. The ball's youngest and best pr••sThe fan club sponsors a
Clowns have four terrific play- pect" in his words. Says For- 19th Odessa, Tex.: 20th. Hobbs.
New
Mexico;
21st faftn). El splash and dance party each
ers in Outfielders Alex 'Har- ney: "He fields like Mays, runs
riday (led club in '60 with 47 like Pinson and hits like Aaron." Paso. Tex.. (nits) Juarez. Mexi- Friday at the Abe Scharff
homers and .387 bat mark) and
Meanwhile, the Clowns con- co: 22nd. El Paso. Tex.: 23rd. YMCA, from 7 p.m. Advance
Hal Gilliam. Second Baseman tinue to play to large crowds Juarez. Mexico; 24th. Alpine. 40 cents, at door. 50 cents.
Ed Craig and Pitcher-Catcher th ou h utthe South - despiteg Tex., and 25th. Del Rio, Tex.
cold weather in many cities and
towns Close to 3.000 saw them FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Th. Is not an offer to sell or a
sweep a 14-4 bill from the Atof an offer to bus, •ny of
oxing Trial
NEW ORLEANS, La• _ The =anon
Tilts offer le made
securities
tante All-Stars at Rickwood.
only by prospectus to bona fide resi•
luso
si
ass
mg< of Tennessee.
apostolic
Unitdelegate
to
the
Field Ponce DeLeon Park Atlanta,
' Ga. Still another son
. kieied States, Archbishop Egidio
standout. Charlie Middlebrook of, Vagnozzi, expressed gratifiMarietta. Ga., starred for the,cation that
there are now 112,
Clowns. Middlebrook. a pitcherd
LOS ANGELES -(UPI) - struck out 11 batters in 8 wide..! Negro priests in the Unitedj
'The trial of five boxing fig- men innings that saw the States, as compared with only ,
ures charged with conspiracy Clowns humble one of the best seven in 1941.
Four of the five ordained
and extortion is expected to all-star trams in the South.
Negroes are from Louisiana.
go to the Jury this week, with
The Clowns followed t h i
• ••
final arguments scheduled to with a double triumph over thel
be completed by Wednesday New York Royals, their road-, While Israel is celebrating
or Thursday.
mates. at Birmingham. Ala. her 13th anniversary with her
Alvin H. Goldstein, special Final scores were 2-1. 8-0. Close osual arrogance, the Arab
government prosecutor, today to 5,000 witnessed the games.
Refugees from Palestine, who
struck hard at defense con- TO DATE, the Clowns have were forcibly uprooted from
tentions that Jackie Leonard, won 90 per cent of their games their homes and lands are
key government witness, was with the Royals and other top still living in refugee camps
All-Star teams. The Atlanta on a near starvation diet.
an "extortionist,"
Goldstein said the defense
had not produced a note check
or document "even to prove
The stork in thi, offer-tot is only hethat the various defendants
ms offered to bona hde rm.:lents of
the State of Tenneeeee by the N.
advanced money to Leonard,"
tton•; -C.o.;;nia Corporation qualified
Si • dealor in its own serurites
On trial for attempting to
For free Mob of 'rowdw wile
take over the purses of for1 City
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
mer welterweight cham pion
Don Jordan are Frankie Car11,1
I under 'and this 16-page Memphis newt
l." Frank (Slinky) Palermo.
flIflIllIlui
15c per copy Monk You.
minieseell
Triiman Gibson. jr., Louis Tom
!!!!my!!
Dragna and Joe Sica.
!NOTE. drinq or moll this application
In a rebuttal argument
736 S Wellington Memphis renr.0•10e)
Goldstein attacked the dc
I
fense effort to make the jury;
PHONE JA 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS
rl
believe Leonard had "framed"
the defendants.

FLORIDA A & M
NABS ANNUAL
TUSKEGEE MEET

A& l's 3rd Annual Coaching
Clinic Underway To June 3

Members

Middlebrook Hu+ Clowns To Win

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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Use Our Home DeliveryService

KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!

Fill in Application Now Application For
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B
Reeci-^s Jury
This Week

Home Delivery Service
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'Freedom Riders' Hijacked
Lawyer Says Of Convicted 27
By SAMUEL HOSKINS
SPECIAL TO THE DEFENDER
JACKSON, Miss. — The arrest of the 27 "Freedom
Riders" who were convicted here on Friday was "preconceived and pre-planned" even before they left
Montgomery, Ala. This was one of the charges leveled
* against Mississippi authorities by two members of the
four-lawyer team which represents the defendants, John H.
tense counsel were
Jess
Young, jr., local attorney, a n d Brown of Jackson andR.
Charles
Wiley Brandon of Pine Bluff, okihani of
Louis.
Mo
.
St.
Ark., veteran of the legal batAt the end of testimony by the
tie of the Little Rock nine
lone prosecution witness, Capt. CHAMPS AND CUPS — American Tennis AssociaMagdalen" 5 h•r r o d and
son accepts trophies from
The charges, which include L. Ray, who said he ordered the
Salem, N. C.. congratulates Griff, coach for LaMar and
Happily smiling tournament tion held at AnT college. Carolyn Williams, Port sMoss H. Kendrix, Washing"entrapment and violations of arrests, Attorney Brown told
LaMar Williams, s•cond Carolyn. Winners are me.
principals are shown dis- Greensboro. N. C. Al left. mouth. Va,, and winners ton, D.
C., right, public re
the defendants civil rights," the court the prosecution failed
from right, who was runner- titled to play in the U. S.
playing
gleaming
Dr.
R.
trophies
"Whirlwind"
JohnImogene
Williams
and
Judlations firm director reprewere made before Municipal to prove its case. He made a
up. Looking on from lett
Lawn Tennis Association Indonated by The Coca-Cola son. ATA •i c• president. ith Prince, Hawkins, Texas. senting
Judge James L. Spencer.
Coca•Cola. In tar
R. L. Graves. Howle's coach. serscholastic Tournament In
motion that the charges be dis- company. Atlanta, Ga., dur- Lynchburg, Va.,
p r•s•n ts In center panel. Dr. Samuel right p• n•1, boys' singles Carolyn Williams. girls'
sin- Charlottesvills, Va.. June
Accusing t h e "Freedom missed for lack of adequate evi- ing r•c•nt Interscholastic
awards to finalists in the
D. Proctor, AkT president. champion Sanford Howie, gles champ from Ports- (MHKO
Riders" of traveling through the dence.
News Bureau)
Tennis Tournament of the girls' doubles. ruttnen-up Left, witnesses as Dr. John- second
from left. Winstonmouth. Va., and J. L. Mcsouth "for the avowed purpose The judge denied the motion,
of inflaming public opinion." the vtothout argument by the city
and characteristics to estabjbdge found them guilty and Prosecutor.
lish good citizenship.
levied tines of $200 and 60-day Under cross examination,
se
prison term on each.
Captain Ray admitted he had inDegree of owner occupancy
structions
to
arrest
these people
At press time all defendants
and owner's pride in area
still were in prison, having re- when they came in if they didn't
which would be one ingredigo
by
the
principles
of
th
is
fused to post the $500 bond necent for neighborhood developesary".
for appeal or to P a Y state.
tall) the fines. "They want to stay Asked to explain his instrucment and recreation opporlb jail," Attorney Young ex- tions the officer said: "When in
tunities.
Rome do as the Romans do."
plained.
Specula tive possibilities
WANTED ANSWERS
DEDICATED PEOPLE
The city prosecutor asked each
should be given to the nature
"These are dedicated people
of
the
three defense witnesses
of terrain-drainage and topogThey feel they have committed
CONGRATULATIONS
ownership.
np crime and the law under why they came to Jackson.
raphy, absence of noise, trafThe
Rex.
Lawson
said 'I had
Which they were convicted is
To Miss Martha Day of Mar- There is no one scale of val- fic, smoke, and dust for a all
to
come.
I
felt
we
are
in
a
sad tha Day Real Estate: To a
unconstitutional," he added.
job ues which can be recommend- around better living.
The lawyer also explained state of affairs when people, be- well done, Martha Day Real
ed as a guide to all present or Precaution should be taken
the under Mississippi law the cause of race and color, cannot Estate located at 1214
Union
posting of appeal bond results in travel in peace and dignity.
prospective home owner, how- to ascertain an effective fire
ave.,
done
has
considerable
and police protection.
automatic release. He said the The Rev. Vivian said: "I want- business with Negroes in
ever to create an awareness of
the
defendants have 40 days to ap- ed to see if the laws of the south Memphis area.
the more significant conditions Home ownership constitutes
She
has
to most people a significant
peal, but may elect to serve out United States would be upheld helped and
guided, many to- to which careful consideration step in life and
the $200 fines at the rate of $3 in Mississippi. Wherever I've ward
undoubtedly
should
be
given
p
u
re
ha
by
the
purses
of
homes,
traveled, I've gone as a free
represents the most important,
per day.
chaser,
a
list
whom
of
important
otherwise
would
not
if not the largest, single ex'Attorney Brandon raised the citizen he said.
have been able to so do. Her items is presented as your penditure ever
to be made by
"planned arrest" accusation Asked to explain the philoso- fine
guide
to
effective
and
successpersonality
and
character
phy
of
non-violence
the Rev. Vithe typical homezuyer. For
during questioning of the first
ful evaluation of the home lois
to
be
recommended.
vian,
holder
of
a
doctorate, gave
this reason the ways and
witness for the defense, the Rev.
cation.
means to sound home ownerJames Lawson of Nashville. a rapid lecture of the move- WHERE TO BUY A HOME
ment
and
a
analysis
historical
quality
The
of
available ship should be carefully exA prominent real estate
Tenn.
The Rev. Lawson testified that of non violence which w en t broker was once asked to schools and the distance to plored and well understood in CAPLEVILLE junior high Mae Campbell whose house Mrs. Earnest'''. Thompson
the bus on which he was a pas- back to Mahatma Ghandi and name three principles which school for preferable commut- assuring the enjoyments which school PTA president, Mrs. was destroyed in the storm at looks on.
E. L. Ford is prinflbsenger bypassed Meridian, Miss. Therese.
follows a safe and sound in- Margaret Holmes presents Capleville several weeks ago. cipal.
should guide a purchaser in ing for your children.
a scheduled stop, and the mili- Finally the prosecutor threw the selection of a home. Her Neighborhood re p u t a tion vestment.
contribution. to Mrs. Shirley
tary official in charge of the ye- up both hands and yelled, "stop answer was as follows: (I)
hiele refused to permit pas- stop. "Wall, you asked the ques- location, (2) location, and (3)
sehgers to get off and relieve tion," the minister commented. location. At first impression it
"But I won't make that mis- may appear that this answer
i hrnselves.
,h
e witness also testified that take again," the prosecutor re- was lightly and perhaps facupon arrival at the bus termin- torted.
teiously formulated, but when
Farmer said he came to Jack- consideration is
al in Jackson the "Freedom
given to some
Riders" were "funneled" into son because of "my belie/ in. of the peculiar characteristics
the waiting r o om labeled America and the Supreme of real estate the answer becourt's ruling in the Boynton
"white" and arrested.
comes meaningful.
He said that while he was in case. I wanted to see if Missisthe restroorn a police officer sippi would comply with t h •t You have heard the jokes
and evils concerning motherruling."
ordered him to "move on."
In making his ruling, the In-law . . . your writer purAsked if he "moved on." the
minister said "at that time it judge read from a statement chased his home near his mothMb Street *seat? SIMI
er-in-law for the many conDivine Guidance Can Solve
Wrecker Service
would have been rather embar- prepared prior to the trial.
tear
• Petal a a trt oat!) AMMO*
P r
Taylors Upholstery Shop
Your Problems! Send $3 with
rassing to move on." The Rev, He stated in part that the de- venience she would provide.
i43
So
25 14161
atli 111
Platform Rockers $29P5
Birth Date And Problem. PerO. T. Vivian also of Nashville fendants have definite opinion So one can see that such a
Terms
Down
beD1000111
N•thIng
soul.
in
Moo
imitatorregarding civil rights but t h e small factor was important in
sonal Visits Invited.
gave similar testimony.
air bier no.,. Call
now
Or
24 MONTHS TO PAY
5,600. 11-11397
---.1.1e declared that on five dif- people of Mississippi h a v e selecting his ideal location.
Divine Guidance
2-3065
There are numerous other
ferent occasions he asked the of- strong opinions to the contrary
P. 0. Box 275-T lackson, Miss.
1721 POPLAR
(loggias Lady)
ficer in charge, Lt. Col. Gil- and Mississippi law must be up- factors to be considered in
TEL OR 3.43111
NOT
IS
SHE
KNOW
held.
YOU
These
people took the law choosing a particular location
lespie V. Montgomery to stop
FOR RENT
URGENTLY NEEDED
into
their
GYPSY
own
hands
and fla- for your home. One must reaA
the bus. The officer told him he
HELP WANTED
f,said that the order to stop would grantly disobeyed the law, he lize that real estate is immoIn New York
This is her sew office al the iitinelnalpp, VACANT neatly furnished 2
Men And Wotnen — Earn V10 sou ro sne MORTEELII
have to come from a higher of- said.
bile .Though man may move
5100 Per Week Bell Essential
este Una RADARS REld to back after
Room
Utiuurtuulty
Apartment
snoasel Good Med
The
trial
was
attended
Items
To
by
haatity
Parlor.
And
ficial who wu riding in one of
ID riles harnes WM* today ode
some of the substance, the exlong Um. et belay away and at last she Is 2552 Supreme
Housewives. Cut-Rate, Big DeFA 3-4024 mand.
500 .to loam We weak Pre.
the automobiles in front of the about 100 persona, most of them tent of land is geographically
Write J A K Distri bu.
ta tier new hems
stay
to
bark
room
and
board
Picket. adnewsmen. The white reporters fixed and location-wise cannot
tars. P 0 Box 285, New York
bus.
vance. Write HUNTINGTON
Are vse IIISaatiSfled with marriage? Bars Private Room, furnished with
Li, N Y
DOMESTIC AGENCY, II Broad.
In response to his final re- sat on the right side of the court- be moved The improvements,
▪
Runttniston
Teo complete
Motion
N T
sweetheart?
Are
wife
beebeed.
or
bath. $7.00 Weekly.
quest the Rev. Vivian said he room and colored reporters, too, for all practical purposes Vol lost qua In year
IVANTILI
Nicte
workInt Went'
was told "if you must go, go to spectators and the defendants on are stationary. It is of course le bad senior? Are moo discouraged? U any at these are rein 2401 Eldridge off Hollywood.
56 .0 share ri e00re apartment
with reasonable rate.
MAIDS $35 to $60 per Wk.
Call aft*,
file back of the bus," and that the left side.
oossible to move a home phys- Problems ,eese let NAliAtd IIELI advise Yen at ...nee the
WR s AO la
tt seemed not to matter to the When the trial started the two ically, but such action, as a
New York, New Jersey, Boston, Mogi,
Mel as she weald read an aloes book
Se
read
1011
111*
Will
officer that women were arhong white defendants also were seat- rule, is economically inadvisHo,41ord, Conn.
heat
nal WWII WRY taw lab or bibelneee Is sot • saineerni It von
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Install Dr. Wm.Hale As
Langston U Tenth Pres.

MVC Graduates
88 On May 29
ITTA BENA. Miss. — Some
88 candidates received the
Bachelor of Science degree at
the Commencement exercise of
Mississippi Vocational college
Monday. May 29, it was announced by President J. H.
White.
Degrees were awarded to 41
in elementary education, seven
in business education, five in
business administration, one in
secretarial science, five in phy
sical education, two in h•o m
economics, two in clothing an,i
textiles, one in foods and nutrition, one in biology, five in
mathematics, four in natural
science, six in english, four in
music education, one in history,
two in industrial arts and one
in machine shop.
Baccalaureate was held Sunday, May 28, 3 p.m. in the col- HAIL THE ICING AND
lege auditorium with Dr. Jo- QUEEN:—The Lelia Walker
seph Johnson, instructor, New Girls' club at Clayborn TemTestament Theology, Interde- ple AME church and the
nominational Theological Semi- Kindergarten pupil crowned
nary. Atlanta, Ga., as speaker. their king and queens during
Speaker for Commencement. a program last week. CrownMay 29. 10 a.m, in the college ed queen of the Girls' club
auditorium. was Dr. Leon R was Anita Borders. Crowned
Anderson. Board of Church Ex- King of the kindergarten was
tension, Presbyterian Church in John Mayo, Queen
was
the U.S.A.. Atlanta. Ga.
Jacqueline Reed. 05 h or
degrees:
The candidates for
Florence G. Anderson, Otis
Hitts, Wilmer Etta Howard,
Barry, Dorothy Blakely, G e rL.
trude L. Borders, Essie M. Clementine Jones, Margaret
Clark, Wynis S. Clark, Worthy Jones, Virdia R. Jones, LonL. Clayton, Alice T. Cochran, nie Love, Myrtle B. McDonald,
Sam Ella Crump. Dorothy H.ICornelia Montgomery.

TWO ALL-AMERICAN Varsity Awards Day progreats discuss some of the gram. Brown, All-American
finer points of the game. Jim at Syracuse, was the guest
Brown, fullback with the speaker at the assembly
Cleveland Browns (left) and May 18 when awards were
Dr. Jerome H. (Brud) Hol- given in football. basketball.
land, president of Hampton baseball, swimming, track
Institute and former All- and field, tennis, the rifle
American at Cornell univer- team, cheerleaders and ansity 1937-38. meet before the nouncers.

MADAM DONNA
SPIRITUALIST READER AND ADVISOR
"I GUARANTEE SUCCESS WHERE OTHERS FAIL"

I give you seldom foiling advice upon matters of life, suck as love,
courtship, marriage, divord, low suits. speculation and transactions of
and happy
ell kinds. 1 seldom foil to reunite Owl separated, cause speedy
habits, shawl,
marriages. OVID(COTO enemies, rivals, ie.. quarrefs,
and trou
sorrow
of
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you
lift
1
kinds,
all
of
ling blocks and bad luck
nr
Me, mid Part you on the pa+ to happiness and prosperity There is
in foci
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heart to sad or home to dreary that I cannot bring it
1
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I
ambition,
or
fear
hope.
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Is•
nay
what
no matter
it all before you utter o word to nw and offer I arn finished, if you or•
above,
claim
end
out absolutely satisfied and 1 do not fulfill every word
then you pay noi 0 penny. LOOK FOR A 6ROWN Is WHITE TRAILER
WITH TWO LARGE SLACK HANDS-5 miles noel., ef Millington on
Highway 51 N. at Honks' Grocery DO NOT RE MISLED BY ANY
OTHER READERS, LOOK FOR MADAM DONNA
Hours era 9 o to. to 9 p.m

Doily and Sunday Tuesday is rny dO.. n”.

were named princes and
princesses. Above in front,
(left to right), Jacqueline Luther, Renee Jones, Queen
Jacqueline Reed, King John
Mayo, Joyce Marie Reed,
Frankie Mosley, Lucius Luther. Catherine Tyler, James
Mayo and Rickey Jackson.
Members of the Girls' club
on the back row are, (left to

right); Bernice Underwood,
!della Keeper, Queen Anita Borders. Brabara Walls,
Francis Borders, and Betty
and Pauline Ward. Others are
Linda Tyler, Peggy Ward.
Emma Jean Torks and Joanne Walls, Mrs. Ernestine Rivers is advisor to the Girls'
club and director of the kindergarten.

Phi Beta Kappa
Gains 3 At Fisk

Addressing himself to some
Official installation by the
Honorable P. E. Harrill, chair- of the problems which the unithe
for
man, Board of Regents
versity faces, President Hale
Oklahoma State university and declared in a scholarly and
WilDr.
of
the A & M colleges
eloquent manner at the beliam Henri Hale as tenth ginning of his inaugural stet,
univerLangston
of
president
ment "I do not interpret
sity.
election to the presidency of
Dr. Hale, a native of Okla- Langston
university as an inhoma, is the first alumnus vitation to preside over the
elected to the presidency of liquidation of an institution
this grant college established which has served so many so
in 1897.
well over the years.
The inauguration was held
Dr. Hale pointed out also
before an audience of 1500 in- the lack of job
opportunities
cluded greetings from the stu- for
Negroes in the State of
than 70 institutions of higher Oklahoma. He called attention
education from all sections of to the
number of Langston
the country .
university graduates who are
Beginning with an academic
forced to leave the State to
procession which was the most find jobs, using his own case
colorful in the history of the as an example. He noted that
institution, the ceremonies in- Oklahoma has more than 300
cluding delegates from more fewer Negro teachers in the
dents, the alumni, the faculty, public schools than five years
Higher Regents, Alpha Phi ago and more than 400 fewer
Alpha fraternity, both Houses pupils in the public schools
of the Oklahoma Legislature, this year than last year.
the Honorable Lt. Governor "This is an expensive busiGeorge Nigh and a tribute ness," he said of the departure
from Dr. Everett C. Hughes, of the state's Negro college
Dr. Hale's major professor at graduates and concerning the
the University of Chicago.
fewer pupils in school he said,
"We can ill afford to let an
entire segment of our population grow up in ignorance.
What is not spent on their

Wall Street
Scoop

THE HONORABLE P. L. and the A & M colleges inHar rill (left), chairman. stalls Dr. Williams Henri
Board of Regents for the Hale (right), as tenth presiOklahoma State university dent of Langston university.
education will be more than free, then we must behave at
matched by what is spent on home as if we believe in these
jails and prisons."
things. As of today, we are
AFRICAN EXAMPLE
falling far short of that ideal."
The president saw a relaDr. Hale, National President
tionship between the role of of the Alpha Phi Alpha frahigher education in the State ternity, was given special recof Oklahoma and the responsi- ognition by the fraternity.
bilities of higher education in Judge Myles A. Paige of the
the providing of solutions to New York City Court of Dothe problems which face the mestic Relations, immediate
world, particularly the darker past National President of the
races, citing Africa as an ex- fraternity and Trustee of Hoample.
ward university, presented the
He said the concept of liber- President with a plaque in
al education, "the riches of the commemoration of this inaugspirit of higher education in ural event.
Following the inauguration,'
America," is one of the most
important things the West can the visitors met with the
offer to Africa and other areas President and his guests at •
where communism threatens. reception in the G. Lamr Har"If we wish to see Africa rison library.

"

By LOU SHAINMARK
(Wall St. Editor)

A SHOT IN THE ARM
One of the more important
—SENIORS WIN HONORS Quentin Teddy Smith (Brentbusiness developments during
Woodrow
a
Y.)
N.
I.,
L.
wood,
AT FISK: Three seniors were
in psy- the week was the step taken by
Fellowship
Wilson
elected to Phi Beta Kappa in
chology at the University of President Kennedy to pep up
ceremonies at Fisk University Chicago; Ronald Timothy
the textile industry. He anlast week. They were: Marietta Smith (Denmark, S. C.) a gradnounced a program to help the
Shivers Dockery, New York uate assistantship in chemistry, industry meet "the threat of
university;
Michigan
Western
Powell,
Louise
Dorian
City:
Allan Stephens international competition."
Jamaica, B. W. I.; and Ann and Edgar
Carol Barney, Newport News,(Natchez, Miss.) an Entrance Basically, the trouble of the
Scholarship at the Chicago (Illi- industry has been that the texVirginia.
Other seniors who won grad- nois) Theological Seminary.
tile-producing nations with
uate fellowships and assistant- Winners of National Science
cheap labor have been flooding
ships for outstanding academic Foundation Research Awards
achievements were as follows: for summer study in 1961 were: this country with their products
Craighead and offering them for sale at
Bertram
Jerry Stewart Byrd (Green- Carlton
ville, S. C.) a graduate assist- (Nashville); Charles W. Fields prices much lower than t h e
ship in physics, Michigan State (Cleveland, Oh i o); Delbert
American manufacturer. This
university; Delbert Clark Glov- Clark Glover (Savannah, Ga.);
true of Japan
er (Savannah, Ga.) a teaching Laura Yvonne Greene (Au- was especially
assistantship in chemistry, Uni- gusta, Ga.); Ronald Elbert and Hong Kong. But it has been
versity of Kansas; Bruce Cur- Mic k ens (Petersburg, Va.); spreading. Even India has beRussell, righ t. of Collins.
NEWEST & OLDEST — Collins, jr., Philadelphia's
ry Goudeaux, jr. (Murfrees- Lloyd E. Irvin (St. Augustine, gun to push its cloth here.
both members of NAMD's
William G. Porter, St. Louis, Mitrana Charm School head
Rockefeller Fla.); and Ronald Timothy
boro, Tenn.) a
importers
In addition, foreign
Philadelphia chapter. NabMo., second from right, re- and NAD Convention chairTheological Foundation Fellow- Smith (Denmark, S. C.).
mounted a smart psy- cently elected president of man. on their elections at
ors. the association's only
ship to study religion at Yale Two juniors, Phillip Embury have
treasurer, was elected for
university; Ann Carol Rainey Brooks (Memphis, Tenn.) and chological campaign popular- the National Association of Market Developers sessions
his eighth one-year term.
(Newport News, Va.) a grad- Windsor Anthony Morgan izing oriental styles, prints arket Developers, and Wil- in the Pennsylvania city.
He is public relations counliam F. Nabors, NAMD treas- Witnessing a r e convention
uate fellowship in the schoq,1 (Jamaica, B. W. I.) were select- and color-combinations.
selor for Coca-Cola in Memurer, Memphis. Tenn., right. committeemen Chris Conner,
of Social Work at Smith ea- ed Petroleum Research Fund
As a result, the American are complimented by Eston extreme left, and Maitland
phis.
lege, Northampton, Mass; Fellows for 1961 summer study.
textile leaders have been pleading for months with the government to impose import
quotas.
Kennedy was in the middle
in this dispute and he has solved it by providing that if the
Memphis and Shelby County quarters, 1400 Central Avenue, textile people can prove that
ihigh school and college students between the hours of 8:30 a.m. the reduction of production in
I seeking on-the-job experience and 5 p.m.. Tuesday and Wed- this country and the continuance of unemployment here bein fields they plan to enter aft- nesday. June 7 and 8.
Young people accepted for the cause of foreign imports is "ener graduation were extended an
iopportunity recently through the summer program will work un- dangering national security"—
!Memphis-Shelby County Chap- der the hospital personnel and then quotas on foreign textiles
ter of the Red Cross.
take an active part in the hos- will be imposed.
This gives the textile indusI Norfleet R. Turner. Chapter pital's services.
ichairman, and Mrs. Fred C
Young people who assist at try a way to save itself. But it
Wednesday, May 31, 10:10 p.m.
• Goodman, Chairman of t h e Red Cross Headquarters will is not a quick solution.
Chapter's youth activities, said serve as volunteer typists. re- HOW ECONOMIC WINDS
today that the chapter will of- ceptionists, switchboard opera- BLOW
fer practical experience in many tors, radio dispatcher, and other This is the period of anwith Victor Mature
fields to young people during office jobs. Promising young ar- nual or seasonal financial conthe summer months.
tists may serve in the chapter's fessions. If you want to know
and Richard Conte
are
winds
Mrs. Goodman said high Public Information Service de- how the economic
eye on these
school and college students over signing brochures and pamph- blowing, keep an
reports. Here are some peeped
Thursday, June 1, 10:10 p.m.
the age of 15 will assist at Ken- lets.
nedy Veterans Hospital and at "Red Cross volunteer service at during the week:
Ruberiod company, producer
the Red Cross Chapter Head- is often a fine recommendation
quarters. "They will fill im- for a future employer." Turner of asphalt and asbestos buildportant and responsible volun- said, "and experience of this ing material—sales in the first
teer positions in such fields as type is often difficult to obtain." quarter of 1961 were $21.75 mil,armacy. physical therapy, Mrs. Goodman stated that lion vs. $24.77 a year ago; a
with Bing Crosby
)(iratory work, radio and TV there is no required number of year ago; earnings were 6c vs.
and Rhonda Fleming
pair, dietitian, art. design and hours set for the summer volun- 25c a share. But March show-,:retarial and office work." teers, nor are they required to ed a sharp upturn in sales and
%It's. Goodman said.
work a specific number of days profits and April made further
Friday, June 2, 10:10 p.m.
advances. A new floor tile deAccording to Turner, the pro- each week.
:am will provide experience High school or college stu- veloped by the company seems
market
the young people and at the dents interested in this summe to be receiving a good
•
.,me time provide necessary work are asked to call the Mem _ response. (Recent price 41-42,
with Ray Milland
,,lunteers for the local V. A. phis-Shelby County Red Cros3 dividend $2.0, yield 4.8%.)
and Barbara Stanwyck
•,,pital. "These volunteers will
e helping the community and
• qiiselves at the same time."
Saturday, June 3, 10:10 p.m.
• said.
Interviews for the summer
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
,sitions will be conducted at
He Red Cross Chapter Head
with Alan Ladd
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Red Cross Offers
Help For Graduates

WESTINGHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS

ASSOCIATED
SOUTHERN INDUSTRIES
LET US PUT CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING OR
WINDOWS UNITS IN YOUR HOME.
FIRST NOTE - JULY 1ST
NO MONEY DOWN
School Teachers — Special Deals
"You Can Be Sure With Westinghouse"
Arthur R. Jones, Salesman He is as near as your Telephone
BR 4-8700
1161 UNION AVENUE
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ABE SCHARFF BRANCH

"The Glass Key"

and Veronica Lake

NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS

"Hold Back The Dawn"
with Charles Boyer
and Olivia DeHavilland

Monday, June 5, 10:10 p.m.

Clean, Cornfort•bie, Modern Furniture,
Wash Rooms - - Showers . . .
$10
Year Round Swimming: 75130 ft. Mod•rn Swimming Pool
Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting Diving - Swimming
Beautiful Sun Deck. Ffolds AA Rating.
Rogulatios Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
For Leagues, Tournaments, Competitive
1200 seating capacity
toting
Community Programs
Matches, Classes
Forums
Classes
7-1.•rge Club Rooms: Club Meetings
Social.
Tees
Conferences

19 Dormitory Rooms:
Privets Beth -- Clean
Weekly Rates: $5 -

JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES

Sunday, June 4, 10:15 p.m.

,
"To Each His Own"
with Olivia DeHavilland
and John Lund

Tuesday, June 6, 10:10 p.m.

"Louisiana Purchase"
with Bob Hope
and Vera Zorine
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